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Abstract
This study was conducted for the purpose of showing the role of
ideological stance in determining the writer's/speaker's lexical and
semantic choices in interpreting the event of shelling Gaza by the Israeli
forces. For this purpose a number of Arabic newspapers which dealt
with the event were selected and analyzed in terms of emotiveness,
neutrality and ideological thought patterns. The analysis was based
mainly on Halliday's (1983) theory of transitivity and Leech's (1985)
views of the role of thematisation in reflecting the speaker's/ writer's
perspectives of the world of discourse.

The analysis showed two different perspectives and therefore,
different interpretations of the event. The Arabic texts adopted, on the
whole, a stance expressive of historical and religious background. They
take sides with the Gazans and consider them victims of an aggressive
war, brutal and unjustified. This appears at both the semantic and
syntactic choices that show in the texts.

The English texts, on the other hand, take sides, with the Israelis
and place all the blame on the Palestinians who threaten the Israeli
citizens with their rockets. They consider the Israeli invasion against
Gaza a justified response and an acceptable reaction. This also shows in
the semantic and syntactic choices which serve the purposes of the
writers.
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Chapter One
Theoretical background
1.1.

Introduction:
This study is based on two approaches: Critical Discourse Analysis

(CDA) and Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG). The data consist of
some Arabic and English editorials which deal with the Gaza war of
2008-2009. It aims to reveal the ideologies which motivated the writers of
these editorials and to point out the way such ideologies are expressed.
The analysis also aims to show the effectiveness of language in serving
the writers' views and beliefs.
Essential to this study are the following notions which hold
close relevance to the topic:

discourse, critical discourse analysis,

emotiveness, ideology, and systemic functional grammar. Below
is a brief elaboration on each.
1.2. Discourse:
Language is vital for people to convey and express their emotions,
thoughts, and attitudes about or towards events and facts. Sapir (1921:8)
argues that:
“Language is a purely human and non-instinctive method
of communicating ideas, emotions, and desires by means
of voluntarily produced symbols”.
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Language performs many communicative functions and perhaps
the most important of these is the communication of views. In this
context, language is a means or a tool by which people express their
attitudes towards social, cultural, political and religious matters.
Discourse has been defined by Mills (1997:11). She says:
“Discourse is not a disembodied collection of statements which are
enacted within a social context, which are determined by that social
context and which contribute to the way that social context continues its
existence”
Mills (ibid) focuses on the social context of discourse. In other
words, the analysis of discourse cannot be separated from the social
context because this context determines the discourse writer’s /speaker’s
meanings and the linguistic tools which convey them.
1.2.1. Critical Discourse Analysis:
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) has been dealt with by many
scholars: Fairclough (1992, 1995ba, 1995b, 2003), Fowler (1991), Hodge
and Kress (1996) Van Dijk (1988, 1993, and 1996), Brown and Yule
(1983) and Wodak and Chitto(2005).
In this context, Brown and Yule (1983:1) argue that:
“the analysis of discourse is, necessarily ,the analysis of
language in use. As such it cannot be restricted to the
description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes
and functions which these forms are designed to serve in
human affairs”
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The analysis of discourse, according to Brown and Yule, is related
to the purpose of the discourse producer. It is not merely a descriptive act
in which a combination of linguistic units is analyzed. Discourse analysis
highlights the functionality of language which serves the attitudes of its
producers.
Mills (1997: 135) says that:
“discourse analysis is concerned with translating the notion of
structure from the level of the sentence, i.e., grammatical
relations such as subject-verb-object, to the level longer.”
She states that discourse analysis is not an analysis of the basic units of
the sentence, it goes beyond that.
Discourse analysis is divided into two types as Fairclough (1992)
views it: one type takes the non-critical viewpoint, while the other adopts
the critical perspective. The latter focuses on two elements: relations of
power, and ideologies that shape the social identities and identify
relationships.
The term Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) was first introduced by
Fowler et al (1979) who believe that discourse does not only reflect social
processes but also re-produces existing social structures. In the same
context, Fairclough (1992) views discourse not only as a product or
reflection of social processes, but also a production or re-production of
these processes. So, discourse analysis is not merely a descriptive
approach; it is a combination of those descriptive strategies used in the
3

approach in addition to explaining how and why some discourses are
produced or re-produced. Halliday (1985) states that in discourse
analysis, analysts aim either to understand the text or to evaluate it. The
former level of exploring text is considered the lower level which relates
to the text with its main linguistic features to reveal, in the process of
analyzing, the multiple meanings, alternatives and ambiguities. Whereas
the aim of the latter is to investigate the environment of the text, its
'context of situation' and 'context of culture' and the effectiveness of the
text. The objective of Critical Discourse Analysis, as Fairclough (1989)
says, is to reveal the ideology that is hidden in the words and expressions
used in a written or spoken text. CDA, as Fairclough (1995a) argues,
aims at exploring the relationships, social and cultural, structures and
processes, underlying discourse which are not transparent,i.e,hidden, in
addition to its role in maintaining power and hegemony.
1.3. Emotiveness
Shunnaq (1992) writes that the language used by a magazine
or a newspaper is not linguistically homogeneous. The language of papers
varies according to the context and the nature of the news script.
According to him, each text type has its own linguistic features. However,
the language of papers is not necessarily different in every aspect; some
papers might have linguistic features in common. Yet, different
newspapers use different linguistic categories. Some writers intentionally
4

play upon words in a way that serves their intended purposes (hidden
ideology). Writers design their discourse action and steer the situation
towards their goals.
On the linguistic level, emotiveness is related to the interpersonal
metafunction (Halliday1978:187) which allows the communicators to
choose their lexical items and phrases to serve a certain function, for
example:
“(i) to offer opposition, (ii) pitched in a particular key (e.g.
contradictory-defensive), (iii) with a particular intent towards
you [the addressee] (e.g. of convincing you), (iv) with a
particular assessment of its probability (e.g. certain) and (v.)
with indication of a particular attitude (e.g. regretful)”
The interpersonal function refers to" all use of language to express social
and personal relations" (Halliday 1973: 41). The interpersonal function
serves the writer's intentions and the direction in which s(he) wants to
steer the readers to. It is what Grice (1978: 58) states:
"a text producer who means something by a text intends the
utterance of the text to produce some effect on an audience by
means of the recognition of this intention"
Text producers use specific lexical items which have attitudinal values to
be transmitted to their readers in order to serve a specific ideology. They
either achieve their purposes directly or indirectly, making use of certain
different ways such as emotive structures and lexical items.
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1.4. Neutrality
This concerns the writer's /speaker's stance towards the communicative
event. When (s)he keeps a distance from the event or the topic and deals
with it as an observer, not as a participant involved in the event. The text
recipient can note the writer's/speaker's neutrality via noting the linguistic
instruments (s)he employs in the process of expressing his/her ideas.
1.5. Ideology:
Because of the relevance of this notion to the present study,
ideology will be presented as viewed by a number of researchers.
Hall (1996:26) defines ideology as:
“the mental frameworks, i.e. the languages, the concepts,
categories, imagery of thought, and the systems of
representation”
Van Dijk (1996:7) argues that:
"Ideologies are conceived as basic systems of shared social
representations that control specific group beliefs
(knowledge, attitudes) and influence models via the
instantiation of such beliefs in concrete models of situations
and expressions. Ideologies, themselves, have to be inferred
from more directly observable structures, cognition,
interaction and society."
Fairclough (1995b:14) maintains that:
"ideologies are propositions that generally figure as implicit
assumptions in texts, which contribute to producing unequal
relations of power, and relation of domination. They may be
implicit, for instance, in the presuppositions (taken-forgranted assumptions) of texts…ideologies are also implicit in
naturalized ways of organizing particular types of interaction"
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He (ibid) also defines ideologies as:
“representations of aspects of the world which can be shown
to contribute to establishing, maintaining and changing
social relations of power, domination and exploitation"
Van Dijk (1995:248) views ideology as follows:
"Ideologies are basic frameworks of social cognition, shared
by members of social groups, constituted by relevant
selections of sociocultural values, and organized by an
ideological schema that represents the self-definition of a
group. Besides their social function of sustaining the
interests of groups, ideologies have the cognitive function of
organizing the social representations (attitudes, knowledge)
of the group, and thus indirectly monitor the group-related
social practices, and hence also the text and talk of
members".
He also adds that there is a connection between ideologies and ways of
expressing them; ideologies are largely expressed and acquired by
discourse, that is, by spoken or written communicative interaction.
2. Systemic Functional Grammar:
Halliday (1985: xxxii) writes:
“You cannot interpret a text in its context of culture
without an overall picture of the grammar through
which it is encoded".
So, in order to understand or interpret discourse we need to
explain it in terms of grammar, or ‘Functional Grammar', in specific.
Fowler (1991:68) says that:
"the best model for examining the connections
between linguistic structure and social values is the
functional model developed by Halliday (1978) and
his colleagues".
7

In this context, Eggins (2004:3) states:
1) that language use is functional;
2) that its function is to make meanings;
3) that these meanings are influenced by the social and cultural context in
which they are exchanged;
4) that the process of using language is a semiotic process, a process of
making meanings by choosing.
Halliday (1985, p. xiv) explains that:
“Systemic theory is a theory of meaning as choice,
by which a language, or any other semiotic system, is
interpreted as networks of interlocking options:
‘either this, or that, or the other’, and so on. […] it
means starting with the most general features and
proceeding step by step so as to become ever more
specific: ‘a message is either about doing, or about
thinking , or about being; if it is about doing , this is
either plain action or action on something”
Schiffrin (1994:32) views functional approaches as follows:
“Functionally based approaches tend to draw
upon a variety of methods of analysis, often
including not just quantative method drawn from
social scientific approaches, but also more
humanistically -based interpretive efforts to replicate
actors’ own purposes or goals”
She adds:
“Not surprisingly, they rely less upon the strictly
grammatical characteristics of utterances as
sentences, than upon the way utterances are situated
in contexts”.
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She relates discourse to the intended message language users want to
convey, or to their hidden ideology:
“Thus, functional analysis focuses on how people
use language to different ends: they are typically
concerned less with the way people intend what they
say to serve referential meanings (to convey
propositional information) and more with the
unintended social,cultural,and expressive meanings
stemming from how their utterances are situated in
contexts”
Critical Discourse Analysis is related to Systemic Functional
Grammar since the latter is concerned with exploring the functions of
language and investigating the choice of grammatical structures in a
specific context.
According to Eggins (2004:3) systemic functional grammar attempts to
answer the following questions:
"1. Can we differentiate between types of meanings
in language? i.e. how many different sorts of
meaning do we use language to make?
2. How are texts (and other linguistic units which
make them up, such as sentences or clauses)
structured so that meanings can be made?"
So, the way language is structured and presented makes difference
in the intended meaning of the speaker.
Functional Grammar, as Halliday (ibid: xiii) presents it specifies three
major functions of language :1)ideational 2)interpersonal 3)textual.
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The Ideational Metafunction: here the writer embodies and manifests in
the language (s) he uses his/her experience, perception, consciousness
and linguistic acts of understanding. To this effect, Bloor and Bloor
(1995:9) argue that:
“language is used to organize, understand and
express our perceptions of the world and our
consciousness. This function of language is
subdivided into two sub-functions: the experiential
and the logical”.
The former function is largely concerned with content or idea, while the
latter is concerned with the relationship between ideas and how ideas are
presented in the text,i.e. how the text is designed to expose the writer's/
speaker's goals.
The Interpersonal metafunction: here language users present and express
their attitudes, comments, etc. Also, it sets up the relation between the
writer/speaker and the receiver, bearing in mind the intention of the
writer/speaker to inform, persuade or question. Bloor and Bloor (ibid)
identify the interpersonal function of language and suggest that language
can provide us with what is needed or necessary to participate in
communicative acts with others and to understand and express others’
feelings, judgments, and attitudes.
The textual metafunction is concerned with the way language is ordered
and organized. This includes thematization in texts; that is, the way the
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content of the text is presented has to do with writer’s /speaker’s intention
or perspective.
The context of the situation consists of 3 categories: field, Tenor,
and Mode. These categories coincide with Halliday’s metafunctions,
(Martin 2001:152) whereby Field refers to “what is going on”, that is the
ideational metafunction. Tenor refers to “the way you relate to other
people when doing what you do”, or what is called the interpersonal
metafunction; Mode refers to “the channel you select to communicate “or
what is called the textual metafunction.
In this context, David Crystal (2003)relates the choice of our
language to the purpose and effects of this choice on the audience, under
the title of Pragmatics as:
“Pragmatics studies the factors that govern our
choice of language in social interaction and the
effects of our choice on others.”
Pragmatics is a subfield of Linguistics which studies the ways in which
context contributes to meaning and this is what CDA presents as the
context of the situation.
It studies how the transmission of meaning depends not only on the
linguistic knowledge (e.g. grammar, lexicon etc.) of the speaker and
listener, but also on the context of the utterance, knowledge about the
status of those involved, the inferred intent of the speaker, and so on. In
this respect, pragmatics explains how language users are able to
11

overcome apparent ambiguity, since meaning relies on the manner, place,
time etc. of an utterance.

2.1. Transitivity
Transitivity deals mainly with the clause and how meaning is
represented in it. It shows how language users encode in language their
mental picture of reality and how they account for their experience of the
world around them. It means, according to Halliday (1985:101)
‘representation’ of the experience of language users. It is a fundamental
property of language in that:
"it enables human beings to build a mental picture of
reality, to make sense of their experience of what
goes on around them and inside them”
(Halliday 1994:106)
The main principles of Transitivity are those related to causality in
which we refer to who did what to whom, why, how, and where.
Accordingly, the representation of discourse can show bias, truth, and
ideology in media discourse. As Fairclough (1992a:181) points out:
"An issue which is always important is whether agency,
causality, and responsibility are made explicit or left
vague in media accounts of important events."
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That is, the way media presents news is highly significant in
showing bias or neutrality, via direct or indirect presentations of events.
“Transitivity is a model concerned with
propositional meaning (Ideational metafunction, or
Field) and functions of syntactic elements. It provides
levels for uncovering what social, cultural, ideological,
or political factors determine how a process is signified
linguistically in a particular type of discourse or in a
particular text” (Fairclough 1992a:179-180).
According to Halliday (ibid: 107), the clause is the basic unit of
analysis. It represents:
a. the process: which is made of the verbal group in the clause, and it can
be material, verbal, or mental.
b. the participants: who play roles through actions, events, or states of
affairs named by a verb, and in discourse they are studied in relation to
whether they are actors, goals, sensers, carriers, identified and identifiers.
c. the circumstances: these are expressed by adverbial and prepositional
phrases, and they are associated with the place , time , or manner of
carrying out the process.
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These processes are presented in table 1 below:
Table1. Process types (from Halliday 1994:143)
Process types

Examples

Material

Actional

Action

The teacher punished the pupil.

Event

The nurse resigned.

Behavioral

The girl smiled at the boy.

Mental
Perception

He realized the problem.

Affection

He liked the university.

Cognition

She believed the story.

Verbal

She said please come again.

Relational
Attribution

She is intelligent.

Identification

Laila is the new teacher.

Existential

There was a big fuss yesterday.

2.2 Thematisation
Halliday (1985:38) defines theme as:
“the element which serves as the point of departure of the
message; it is that with which the clause is concerned. The
remainder of the message, the part in which the theme is
developed, is called in Prague School terminology the
Rheme”
Brown and Yule (1983:125) explain the way “departure point”, i.e.
‘theme’ in a speaker’s / writer’s discourse can influence the recipient:
“When he orders these single words into sentences, and
those sentences into texts, he confronts what has come to be
called the ‘linearization problem’. He has to choose a
beginning point; this point will influence the
14

hearer’s/reader’s interpretation of everything that follows in
the discourse since it will constitute the initial textual
context for everything that follows”.
Here, the writer should be aware of the way (s) he organizes the content
of his/her sentences, when he wants to steer the audience’s attention
towards a specific event, in the way he sees most effective.
Brown and Yule (ibid) present an example to explain how the beginning
point 'departure point' (theme) can influence the readers’ impression and
reaction.They present two different themes in each of the examples
provided, with the same following sentence (p.125)
“(1) a. I cannot stand Sally Binns. She is tall and thin and
walks like a crane.
b. I do admire Sally Binns. She is tall and thin and walks like
a crane.”

“In a the attributes ‘tall’ and ‘thin’ and ‘walks like a crane’ must be
assumed to be unattractive, awkward, ungainly. In b those same
properties are endowed with elegance and grace. Though it is the same
sentence: 'she is tall and thin and walks like a crane', the two different
preceding sentences 'I cannot stand Sally Bins', 'I do admire Sally Bins',
respectively, show that the same qualities of Sally Bins are negative in
the first example, and highly positive in the second. The ‘beginning
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point’ or the beginning sentence is highly significant to judge what comes
next in the same text.
Levelt (1981:91) affirms that such a sequence will influence the readers
/listeners:
“the listener can be expected to derive different implicatures from
orderings”.
He provides an example to illustrate the 'ordering' significance:
a. She married and became pregnant.
b. She became pregnant and married.
In the above sentences, the ordering of sentence elements shows a clear
difference between them, due to different thematizing. If this applies in a
context of the Arab world, sentence b indicates an illegal act of the
female ‘she’, due to her pregnancy before marriage, while such a
sequence would perhaps be insignificant in other cultures.
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Chapter Two
Review of Related Literature

In this chapter, the researcher will review studies relevant to the
present research. The aim is to benefit from previous studies in different
contexts and on different occasions.
Oktar (2001) studies ideology and discourse with reference to
editorials. In her study, she reveals how Islamic traditionalist discourses
and secular modernists' discourses are presented as 'us' and 'them',
displaying the ideological struggle between the two parties. The study
points to people's use of 'strategic inferences' which enable them to relate
cognitive models to secularists and Islamists in the Turkish media, with
reference to the ideological basis of the Turkish society.
She (ibid: 313-346) relates Turkish different discourses to the use of the
contextual strategy of 'positive self-presentation' and 'negative other
presentation'. Also she lists the findings of the ideological analysis of the
editorials as follows:
-express/emphasize information that is 'positive' about 'us'.
-express/emphasize information that is negative about 'them'
-suppress/de-emphasize information that is 'positive' about 'them'.
-suppress/de-emphasize information that is 'negative' about 'us'.
17

The analysis investigates the relational processes of the descriptions of
both parties, who in their turn present the 'other' as a threat to them.
She concludes that each of the Islamists and the Secularists seem to be
saying:" they must accept our values and principles; they should live and
behave as we do so that they do not disturb us."

Le (2002:373-408) investigates editorials on Russia published by the
French newspaper, Le Monde, during the Chechen war. In the study, the
way the text is presented in a hierarchal structure reveals the ideology of
the editorial. He depends on linguistic models to reveal the editorials'
ideology, and on basis of which he concludes that the Le Monde's
discourse seems critical of the Russian violations concerning human
rights of the Chechnya's people. Le Monde's discourse seems to present
the French national identity against the Russian identity; journalists from
three Russian dailies (Izvestija, Segodnja, and Nezavisimaja Gazeta)
seem to have perceived this discourse as a media war against their own
national identity. The researcher shows how the French editorial is biased
through the use of some linguistic devices and structures and gives a clear
indication of the attitudes and hidden ideology the writer of each editorial
is trying to express.
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Van Dijk (1996:7-35) analyzed editorials of New York Times which
discussed the Bosnian situation. The event, which the editorials
investigate, was the opposition of the United States' government towards
the regime of Yugoslavia .The analysis shows that the newspaper editor
was in support of the American ideologies and attitudes, and that he was
not only presenting mere opinions or discussions. His study is based on
linguistic analysis: studying linguistic structure, intertextual relations, the
writer's intentions as expressed linguistically and semantically and their
effect on the audience. This analysis aimed at showing how language
reveals the underlying ideologies.
Thetela (2001:347:70) investigates the issue of critical discourses by
emphasizing the question of discourse blame in South African
newspapers' coverage of the South Africa development community. In
the study, the researcher investigates different perceptions of opinions,
feelings, attitudes.etc. about South Africa's involvement in the conflict.
He also focuses on how such perceptions are encoded in ideologicallybased patterns as follows:
-transitivity choices: the focus on material, relational, and verbal
processes.
-lexical choices: e.g. to say ‘freedom fighter’ or ‘terrorist’.
-Metaphorical choices: the use of metaphor which shows double
meaning.
19

-intertextual techniques through narrative and discursive methods to bring
multiple voices from outside the newsroom to the journalistic
constructions of news stories.
He (ibid) concludes that the differences between the newspaper
reports are viewed as presenting two classes of group identities which are
expressed ideologically as us-them opposition.
Fowler (1991) analyzes some of the major news stories of the Thatcher
decade including the American bombing of Libya in 1986. The analysis
focuses on the structure of the tabloids which hold schemata so biased
against Libya and its leader. The analysis shows that the ideology in the
related discourse is shown to mock, accuse and downgrade Libya and its
leader.
Van Dijk (1988a) studies the media coverage of the assassination of
Bashir Gamiel (Lebanon) from different newspapers of the world. The
study investigates how the event of Gamiel's assassination affects the
people's attitudes in different parts of the world toward the country, and
how ideologies are perceived. Van Dijk concludes that due to adopting
the western media sources in its coverage, the media coverage has not
been neutral and has also shown a tendency to apply the western
ideological views on this event.
Obeidat (2001) analyzes reports from the internet, extracted from two
famous newspapers in the U.S.A. New York Times and the Washington
20

Post. The researcher focuses on news editorials about Al Aqsa Apprising.
He finds that the editorials were biased against the Palestinian people.
This has been investigated through using two approaches which are
'Systemic Functional Grammar' and 'Critical Discourse Analysis’. The
researcher depends on the three metafunctions of language: the textual,
the ideational, and the interpersonal. He concludes that the editorials draw
attention to certain participants in the news reports, and intentionally
ignore the others i.e. the Palestinians.
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Chapter Three
Methodology

This chapter discusses the procedures the study followed in
collecting and analyzing the data. The data are based on six articles, three
for Arab columnists and the other three for non-Arab columnists. The
data deal with texts written in reaction to the Israeli invasion on Gaza in
2009.
The selection of these articles targets the main features which
distinguish the way the two groups of editorials deal with the topic and
how they present it.
3.1 The Sample of the Study
The sample of the study consists of a number of quotations selected
from the six articles, wherein emotiveness, neutrality, and ideological
expression are presented. The sample consists of extractions from three
Arabic and three English editorials dealing with the Israeli invasion of
Gaza.
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3.2. Statement of the problem
The related literature shows that there is not enough research on
media bias in connection with the Arab-Israeli conflict. Media bias
concerning different issues has been discussed at large, but there is
paucity of studies related to Arab-Israeli dispute, especially those relevant
to the Palestinian case, and in particular that related to Gaza.
3.3. Purpose of the study:
The purpose of this study is to analyze and identify the main
linguistic features of Arabic and of foreign newspapers that addressed the
event of the invasion of Gaza in the year 2009. The study focuses on the
way ideologies find expression in the selected articles. Further, the study
will point out how emotive overtones in the articles are expressed and
how they serve the purposes of the writers.
3.4. Limitations of the study
The study limits itself to the six articles (see appendix) and will
focus only on the linguistic features which express ideological stances
of the writers. The researcher takes no sides and the main motivation
is academic in the first place.

3.5. Significance of the study
This study could be the first that undertakes to analyze texts written
by Arab and non-Arab columnists on an issue which attracted the
23

attention and concern of the whole world. The study, therefore, will
attempt to reach to the ideologies and thoughts which underlie the
surface structure of the texts. Furthermore, it will point out the
linguistic configuration of such ideologies and explain the way
language can serve ideologies, and ideolgized discourse. Therefore,
this study can be considered a contribution to CDA of Arab-related
ideological discourse.
3.6.Data collection
The English articles appeared in Western newspapers: The
Independent, The Guardian, New York Times, and the Washington Post.
The Arabic articles appeared in Arabic newspapers: Al Quds Al Arabi, Al
Ra’i (Jordan), Al Dustour (Jordan), and Al Qabas( Kuwait).

3.7. Data analysis:
The analysis will be based on the principles of critical discourse
analysis (CDA), transitivity theory, and the notion of foregrounding and
thematisation.
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Chapter Four
Analysis and Discussion
This chapter investigates some articles that commented on the
Israeli invasion of Gaza. As mentioned previously, the articles
appeared in Arabic newspapers and English-speaking ones in non
Arab countries. The analysis will be performed at four discoursal
levels:
1. The topic as represented in macro-structures (e.g. titles or
headlines)
2. lexical choices
3. transitivity: the verb group
4. emotiveness and modality.
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4.1. Topics
Van Dijk (1998b) states that analyzing any news story should be
implemented on two levels: microstructure and macrostructure. The
analysis of microstructure is related to the semantic relations among
propositions, syntactic, lexical, and other elements which provide
coherence in a text. Macrostructure analysis, on the other hand, relates to
the thematic/topic structure of the news stories and their overall
schemata. Themes or topics are propositions which relate together to
form macro propositions. According to Van Dijk (1998b), macro
propositions are derived from propositions through the processes of
generalization, selection and construction. Furthermore, he sees that
themes and topics are realized through headlines, and accordingly they
represent the most important information expressed in the whole text.
Van Dijk (1995:84) argues that:
“First paragraphs are used to build all macro propositions, to
confirm (or reject) the initial macro-assumptions of the
reader and to further extend the macrostructure and the
model of the text”
In other words, the first paragraph of the text is an important part of the
news story as it establishes the main theme and gives information about
the basic facts and participants involved in the event.
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On basis of the above views, all the headlines in the sample articles
were investigated thoroughly.
4.1.1 Arabic Newspapers Topics
Below are some of the topics of the articles which appeared in the
Arabic newspapers as expressed in the headlines:
a. " وان456 اOP QRSRTاVWXاف اZ( "ا\هapp.1)
b. "78ا9:6ب اV^ _`ab ةde"(app.2)
c. “ةde ?>=رة6 fgV^ ءije” (app.3)
d. “ سilm nاریqr OP Zsgف أZuم واﻝ46AB CDرAE6ة اde" (app.4)
e. " وان456م اiPة أ4FGة وde" "رVyzb ةde CHBI( "ﻡapp.5).
The headlines refer to the war against Gaza as 'the assault' 'the massacre'
and also signal a conspiracy which involves Arab regimes against Gaza,
thus revealing an ideological stance underlying the Arab regimes’ stance
and at the same time allude to ideologies pertaining to the editorials’
writers.
Gaza in these headlines is pictured as the 'victim' through the use of
emotive expressions such as: 'Q{g|P', 'رةd}P': 'slaughter', 'massacre' and
‘~ZRm’و:‘alone’, respectively. Such words are meant to expose the Israeli
attack and to depict it as brutal and anti-human with regard to its behavior
in the war.
So, the topics as revealed in the headlines highlight two views: the Gazan
people as victims, and the Israelis as brutal and aggressive.
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4.1.2. English-speaking Newspapers’ Topics
English-speaking newspapers seem to have adopted a different
perspective, as displayed in the headlines which highlight the major topic:
the Gaza war, but from a different perspective.
a." Hamas is the obstacle to Middle East peace” “Israel’s critics have got
it wrong-extremists in Gaza must be defeated before a better future can be
built ,writes Ron Prosor,Israel’s Ambassador to the UK”.(app.1)
b.“Inside Gaza’s secret smuggling tunnels, the underground route to
riches-or to death.”(app.2)
c.“A ceasefire would be in Israel’s interests” “when Israel began its
assault on Gaza a fortnight ago, we made the point that much of the
responsibility lay with Hamas.”(app.3)
d.“Hamas rockets block the birth of a Palestinian state” (app.4)
The non-Arab newspapers seem to be more supportive of the war
against Gaza, blaming the authority of Gaza, Hamas, as being the main
cause of the Israeli’s attack. “Hamas is the obstacle to Middle East
peace”, thus presenting Hamas as being a blockade to peace and the
realization of Palestinian dreams. Also, they, Hamas members, are
referred to as extremists: acting beyond the norms, with wrong acts which
cause harm to others, and must be defeated, in order for the people of
Gaza to have a better future.

Their existence and beliefs are to be

changed or replaced if the people there seek a solution for their miserable
life.
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The combining of 'secret’, ‘tunnels' and ' smuggling' indicates a
negative connotation and illegal endeavors attributed to the Gazans.
Further, the use of ‘secret’, ‘tunnels’, ‘smuggling’ , ‘block the birth
of a Palestinian state’ furnish a political and ideological background that
depicts the Israeli invasion as ‘necessary’ and justifiable. The above
headlines call for a bitter criticism of the Hamas policy. This shows in the
editorials’ employment of lexical items fraught in negative connotations,
and uncover an anti-Gazan ideology.
In the third example (app.3), the writer presents Israel as the peaceinitiator who is ready for any movement towards ceasefire. While
“Hamas” is the party which is to blame for the “assault” Israel had started
a fortnight ago. “when Israel began its assault on Gaza a fortnight ago,
we made the point that much of the responsibility lay with Hamas.”.
“A ceasefire would be in Israel’s interests”
Here, the writer highlights the assault of Israel; yet, he followed
this presentation by the “cause”: “we made the point that much of the
responsibility lay with Hamas”; that is, “Hamas’s responsibility” which
seems here as ‘the motive which lies behind Israel’s assault and its
motivator at the same time.
The writer in the fourth headline (app.4) clearly states that the
violent acts which Hamas has done against Israel through using rockets
,is mainly the key reason behind demolishing Palestinians’ dream of an
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independent state. Such a title might motivate readers to think of Hamas
not only as the barrier that keeps off help from Gaza, but also a
demolisher of Palestinians’ dream wherever they are.
With headlines consistently referring to Hamas as the “obstacle”,
“responsible for the crisis” or initiator of illegal acts such as “smuggling”,
Hamas must be considered a threat to peace. This is intended to convey a
clear message to the readers that Israel would not have retaliated so
violently Unless Hamas had behaved as a peace threat and security
violator.
4.2. Lexical Choices
Lexical items frame a particular ideological presentation of events.
Vocabulary has expressive values implying the producer’s negative or
positive evaluation of the events, actions, or participants (Fairclough,
1989). So, what the writer chooses in his/her text can be regarded as an
indication of an ideological background.
In both Arab and non-Arab newspapers, the writers use emotive
expressions in order to serve their ideological stance whether directly, or
indirectly.
In this section the semantic and pragmatic implications of lexical
items the writers employed to present their stance will be discussed. The
aim is to show that lexical choices are in fact decisions taken by the
writers to mirror their views and perspectives.
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4.2.1. Arabic newspapers lexical choices
The following section is going to be divided into four main
categories:
a) items that relate to the UN’s laws regarding the people whose land is
occupied;
b) items that invoke human feelings and human rights;
c) items that invoke the reaction of Israel as to their inhuman treatment in
Europe;
d) items that invoke religious beliefs in the Arab-Muslim world.
4.2.1.1. items that relate to the UN’s laws towards the people whose
land is occupied
Below is a sample of lexical items the writers used (appendix 1):
a. “ِ”ا,:"the colonizer", “ ”ا وﻡ:resistance";
b. “”وی ا:" bombing civilians";“”ا وﻡن ه ﻡ أ ء ا:
"the resistants are from the people of the country";
c. “ !" وﻡ#د% رة ) ﻡ' ا) ل ﻡ'& وﻡ,) ة%- ن.”: "because Gaza is like a
concentration camp, crowded and closed";
d. “ب# ی0  أن ﺕ'ن2ة إ%- 4!) ب5! ' ی2”: "this war against Gaza
cannot be but a war crime"
e. “ ا6 ی0 ه, ی7”: " But it considers this a crime against
civilians"
f. “ ) 485 ﺕ2 ب5 ا9:”ه: "this war does not enjoy legitimacy"
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g. “% ر ا وﻡ وی ا وا س دون ﺕ5 ”)ﻡ یم:
"The bombing of civilians and the people without discrimination when
the fight against resistance"
The writer tries to address the international community’s
conscience towards the Gazan people and also to show that Israel cannot
be justified in this war. He focuses on the initiator of the war (Israel) and
presents it as the colonizer of the land “ ”اand therefore they,
according to the UN laws, are violators of the human rights pertaining to
those whose lands are still occupied by military force.
The use of ''ا وﻡن: 'resistance fighters' reinforces the writer’s
ideology of the Gazan people’s right to defend themselves and that the
missiles they launch against Israel are but a reaction to the aggressive acts
of the 'occupier'. At the same time, he draws attention to the UN laws
which legitimize national resistance against occupation.
The writer describes the Gazan people as victims who face terrible
living conditions and being the target(s) of an aggressive war. He
describes them as 'civilians': ' 'اwho live in a 'concentration camp':
' 'ﻡ' ا) لwhich is 'crowded and closed': ' !" و ﻡ#د%'ﻡ, a place which
UN laws do not consider convenient for humans to live in. In other
words, the writer brings to focus the social and environmental conditions
of the people in Gaza, implying that living in such conditions will
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certainly lead them to fight for better living conditions- conditions that fit
their aspirations as humans under occupation.
Aside from describing the war and the party that started it, he also
goes further to arouse the readers’ support through describing the place in
which the Gazan people live as '=02 >'ﻡ: 'refugee camp', together with
what such a place may imply as regards the standards of living:
crowdness of space, paucity of social and health services,etc.
The use of “ب# ی0”: “war crime” also has a specific impact on
the reader. It is relates overuse of military force by the Israelis which
violates the UN and Human Rights laws. The writer wants to remind the
international community of their responsibility towards protecting the
Gazans from a ‘brutal’ invasion which destroys Gaza.

Appendices 2, 3, 4, and 5 highlight the notions of ‘ ’أهاف ﻡ
(civilian targets), ‘‘ ’ﺵ ﻡ@نimprisoned people’ , ‘  ل ا وﻡ0‘ ’ر
resistance men’ , ‘  دةB ر وا5 ‘ ’اsiege and extermination’ , ‘ Cا
D ‘ ’اworld conscience'. The aim, as it seems, is to present the case of
the Gazans as a people suffering from the siege Israel has been imposing
on them, depriving them of their right to peacefully live and to travel
freely, let alone screening every commodity that they may need to import
across the borders. Besides, the above expressions, and many similar
ones, aim to establish connection between what Israel has been doing
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against the Gazans and its violation of the international laws and values
by shelling civilian institutions, e.g. schools. There is also an indirect
signal that the Israelis are committing massacres against the civilians in
the same way massacres were committed against them by the Nazis.
4.2.1.2. items that invoke human feelings and remind of human rights
One of the techniques the writers employed in expressing their own
perspectives towards the event is deploying a host of emotive elements
that may elicit support for the Gazan people in their plight. Below are
some examples to illustrate the point:
a. “Dر ا@یi{ﻝig”;" "siege of starvation";
b. “اEی ﺱ: اG HI”أ:" "children who have fallen".
c. “D#”ا ا:" "barbaric bombing".
The writer tries to invoke human support through the use of items
such as: “اEی ﺱ: اG HI”أ: “its children who were killed”. He makes it
clear that children are the main target in this war, and the casualties are
not only militants. Focusing on ‘children’ as a victim of the attack aims to
invoke help for the Gazans and condemnation of the invasion as the
major sufferers are innocent children.
The use of the item “D ر ا@ی5”ا: “siege of starving out” shows
the terrible circumstances which the people in Gaza were forced to face
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and live with. The siege which has been imposed on Gaza deprived the
people there from the basic human daily needs, viz, food.
Appendix (3) demonstrates the inhuman bombing on Gazan people
and shows how this war will affect them later as follows:
a. “ ا4!) J#  إ ء7”ﺕاﺹ:"it continues to throw down its lava
(missiles) on civilians "
b. “ی ء. ا7L”:"killing innocent people"
c. “اءJة ا%-  لHI”ﺹر أ: " Photos of the martyrs of Gaza children"
d. “ءM أﺵ4 إC" ده ا0ﺱاﺉ! أB اO ااریP# ی:”ا: "Whom the Israeli
missiles turned their tender bodies into pieces"
f. “ ﺉاتI وO دون اری,ُ یE!H ل اHI.”یون ا: "They see Palestinian
children being exterminated with missiles and aircraft"
g. “Gﻡ% ﻡH ﻡاضT  ی وﻡ0 L  ﻡ4ن إ5”ﺱ: "who would turn to
physically-disabled people and infected with chronic mental illness"
The writer highlights the main victims of the Israeli bombing of the
Palestinian camps and cities. He aims to say that this war does not
discriminate between those who launch rockets against Israel and those
civilians, including children, who are innocent and have no role in the
military hostilities. It is clear that the writer keeps into focus the notion of
killing children, who are protected by international laws. Thus he brings
to the fore pictures of bodies of children torn into pieces, and those who
escaped death have become physically disabled, or suffering permanent
psychological disorders.
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4.2.1.3. items that remind the Israelis of their suffering and
humiliation in Europe:
There are references to the way Israelis ( the Jews) were treated
years ago in European countries. The aim is to remind them of those days
and to pose the question: how come that you are exercising repression
and killing of innocent people and forgetting that you were treated
similarly by others?
In appendix (1) the columnist uses a strong direct lexical item
which aims to remind the Israelis of their previous suffering. He calls
Gaza as “Ghetto”, “>6 "-" 4!)  رات- JV 7”ﺕاﺹ: "where raids
continue to fall down on a huge Ghetto", which has a significant
implication for the Jewish people and presents a painful memory.
Appendix (5) also employs such reminders:
a. “ lُ یiP f u P اVRدا آZ^ دواig وأQRi اﻝQRlﻝisب اﻝV{ اﻝf دquRوا اﻝVrim نilا\ﻝ
"QR^il} اﻝQV{l أو اﻝWqآqﻝquاﻝ
"Germans surrounded the Jews in World War II and wiped out a large
number of them in the so-called Holocaust or the mass Holocaust "
b. q^Z ویiu P fyz یfz اﻝiua QR^il}دة اﻝigX} إﻝ اS یri اﻝfqRuو اﻝZs اﻝq هi"وه
"iرهiyﻝ إﻝ إisاﻝ
b. "Here is the usurper Zionist enemy resort to genocide itself, that
complains and calls the world to deny".
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4.2.1.4. Items that invoke religious beliefs in the Arab-Muslim world
Some of the writers invoke religious beliefs in the Arab-Muslim
societies aiming to influence the readers and arouse their sympathy
towards the Gazan people or ‘the victims’, as presented. In the Arab and
Muslim world, religious beliefs still play a significant role in forming
people’s perspectives and views about certain issues. They also form a
deep- rooted ideology against which issues can be judged. In the
appendices we find quite a good number of lexical items that trigger of
such ideology:
Appendix (2) celebrates some of these items as follows:
a. “اءJ! T”
b. “اءJ ﻡ اW0 4!)”
c. “ ) ُة ا@ هیX) ”ﻡ ذب ا
d. “GﻡMﺱBآ ت ا وﻡ ا#”
e. “ ! ﻡ@) ﻡ[ﻡ ﻡ ﺕJ”وﺥ
The writer uses some of the items which are religiously- oriented
and related to the faith which most of the Arab world share and believe
in. He calls those who were killed by the bombings 'اءJ'ا: 'martyrs' an
item which has a religious implication.
Another interesting example is the writer’s sentence “ ﻡ ذب
 ) ُة ا@ هیX) ”ا: “the sins of failing to support the Mujahedeen”.
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The writer suggests that those Arabs who failed to extend a hand to
the Gazans are sinful, according to Islamic faith. The term ‘Mujahedeen’
means that the person who dedicates his life to his religious belief and
dies in defense of it or in defense of his homeland will be a ‘Mujahed’
who deserves Paradise.
The writer does not refer to the fighters as ‘Hamas’, but as ‘Islamic
Resistance Movement’ in order to elicit support, moral and material, from
Arab-Muslim societies. The writer probably tries to remind the readers of
their religious duty towards those fighters, reminding them of the Islamic
faith which urges Muslims to unite and support each other in conditions
similar to the one the Gazans are undergoing.
The writer presents the Gazan fighters as “  ﻡ@) ﻡ[ﻡJوﺥ
!”ﻡ ﺕ: “a faith-driven group”, with obvious reference to the Hamas
fighters. The use of ‘group’ is highly significant to indicate the
unevenness of the power of the two fighting parties: the Israeli forces and
the 'resistant group(s)'.
4.2.2. Lexical choices in English-speaking newspapers:
The non-Arab newspapers articles derive from points of view and
ideologies quite different from those in the Arab newspapers. The
extracted quotations from the texts show a strong tendency of the nonArab writers to condemn Hamas while justifying Israel’s attacks.
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This section is divided into two categories:
a) items that consider Hamas responsible for the war.
b) items that justify Israel’s attacks against Gaza strip.
4.2.2.1. items that consider Hamas responsible for the war.
In appendix (1) the writer chooses lexical items which serve his
view of the world of the discourse and present his stance which hold the
theme of incriminating Hamas and putting blame on them and on their
strategies which caused the war.
a. “extremists”;
b. “Hamas chose violence”;
c.“Hamas is committed to Islamism at its bloodiest”;
d.“Brutality has characterized Hamas’s rule”;
e.“Anywhere within 40km of Gaza, communities raise their children in
bomb shelters”;
f.“destructive actions of Hamas”.
The above quotations present a clear view of the writer and the
message he is trying to convey to the recipient. Assigning the following
attributes to Hamas: 'extremist', 'extremism', 'brutality', and 'terrorist
infrastructure' reveal a one-way mode of thinking: ‘Islamists’, therefore,
are ‘terrorists and destructive'.
“Anywhere within 40km of Gaza, communities raise their children in
bomb shelters”. Here, the writer tries to arouse the readers’ sympathy
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through describing the Israeli people as being threatened by Hamas
rockets and cannot exercise their life in normal manner. The use of the
word ‘children’ is employed to induce sympathy and support to the Israeli
children ‘who are raised in bomb shelters’. The Israeli people are
therefore “victims” in this war, and the Israeli missiles over Gaza are only
a reaction to the rockets which Hamas launched against them.
The writer invests the negative image which most of the West bear
in mind about Islam and connects Hamas’s acts to it by saying: “Hamas
is committed to Islamism at its bloodiest”. Hamas is introduced as an
Islamist movement which handles its serious issues through violence and
bloodshed. This can be noticed through the use of some lexical items
such as: ‘brutality’ and ‘extremist’ to make Hamas hold the responsibility
for this war. Thus the picture here is compatible with that the west holds
of all Islamist movements, including Hamas.
In appendix (2.) the writer focuses on the tunnels which Hamas, as
they say, use for obtaining their daily needs in light of the siege imposed
on Gaza. He describes the tunnels as illegal and should be destroyed:
“smuggle weapons and explosives for use against Israel”, “tunnelling
gangs”, “unofficial ‘tax’ on all the tunneled goods”, “by paying militants
to fire rockets into Israel again”.
He presents Hamas as a threatening faction in Gaza in control of
tunnels to “smuggle weapons and explosives for use against Israel”.
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Also, the writer refers to dishonest measures taken by Hamas when he
says that Hamas imposes “unofficial” tax over the goods which pass
through the tunnel each day, an indication of the ‘dishonest’ claim of
Hamas when their officials say that these goods are for the “poor” Gazan
people.
`4.2.2.2. Items that justify Israel’s attacks against Gaza
Hamas is viewed as the actor of the processes leading to the
destruction of Gaza. This can be observed in headlines such as “Israel
accepts outline deal on Gaza ceasefire”, “Israel Declares Cease-Fire;
Hamas Says It Will Fight On”. The use of these processes in these
headlines, in which Israel is the actor, presents a specific ideological
meaning to the readers and depicts Israel as peace seeker and maker.
Israel is presented as adopting a leading role in providing solutions in this
crisis, and is “brutality-free”.
The writer ,through the use of some clauses, justifies Israel’s acts in this
war and puts the responsibility on Hamas:
a.“As Israel targets Hamas’s terrorist infrastructure”.
b. “Israel has been demanding calm for years”
c. “no democratic government in the world would tolerate this.”
The writer shows that Israel targets only terrorism and describes
the infrastructure of Hamas as terrorist. He also shows that Israel is a
peace-seeker. In his perspective, the war which Israel initiated is not what
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Israel has seeked; Israel is forced to adopt an action against Hamas
because the latter has been threatening Israel’s peace and citizens.
Also, he invokes the world governments through emphasizing the
‘desperate’ situation which Israel cannot endure any more through
applying the ‘intolerant’ situation on the world governments which call
for democracy. He assumes that the reaction of both Israel and those
governments should be the same.
4.3. Transitivity
The clause in Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) is the unit of
analysis rather than the “word” or the “sentence” because each clause
involves a process. In this study, the clause functions will be analyzed
with respect to transitivity theory, and thematisation. At the experiential
perspective, Thompson (1996) states that language reflects our view of
the world as consisting of ‘goings-on’ (verbs) involving things (noun)
which may have attributes (adjectives) and which go on against
background details of place, time, manner, etc. (adverbials). The
classification of the different kinds of processes can be explored through
the system of transitivity.
Transitivity is based on the functions assigned to processes,
participants and circumstances. Halliday (1985:101) speaks of transitivity
in that it: “specifies the different types of processes that are recognized in
the language and the structures by which they are they are expressed”.
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4.3.1. Types of processes
The term ‘process’ refers to what is going on: doing, happening,
etc. The entities involved in every process are referred to as
‘participants’, and ‘circumstances’ refer to certain conditions associated
with a process. The process, participant, and circumstance are generally
realized, as Thompson (1996) and Halliday (1983) present, as verb, noun,
and adjunct, respectively.

Processes are: material, mental, relational,

verbal, existential, and behavioral.
4.3.1.1. Material process
Material processes deal with the physical action in the external world.
The participants involved in material processes are Actor, Goal,
Beneficiary and Range. The Actor is the one doing the material deed.
Any material process has an actor, even though the actor may not actually
be mentioned in the clause. It can happen by the choice of a passive
clause.
For example:
“The oil is added drop by drop”. (Thompson 1996:81)
However, the Actor may also be inanimate or abstract entity. For
example:
“The fire (actor) had destroyed (material process) everything (GOAL)”
(Thompson 1996:80)
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The other type of participants is the Goal, that is a participant
affected by a doing .According to Gerot and Wignell (1994:55), the Goal
is an entity to which the process is extended or directed. The Goal is
brought into existence by the action, or it exists prior to the doing. There
is also participant benefiting from the doing (the one given to or done for)
called Beneficiary. It occurs in clauses without a Goal.
According to Gerot and Wignell (1994:56), there are two types of
material process:
a. Creative type: the process brings about the goal such as:
“Handle (Actor) wrote (material process) the Messiah (goal).”
b. Dispositive type: there are doings and happenings such as:
“The gun (Actor) discharged (material process).”
4.3.1.2. Mental process
Mental clauses construe a person involved in conscious processing,
including processes of perception, cognition and affection (Martin,
Matthiessen and Painter 1997). The mental process refers to what is
going on in the internal world of the speaker. This process comprises two
parts: the sensor (the participant of this process (agent) ) and the
phenomenon (on which the verb occurs).For example:
“The man (sensor) knew (mental process) too much (phenomenon)”
(Martin, Matthiessen and Painter 1997:105)
Gerot and Wignell (1994:58) divide mental processes into three types:
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a. Affection or reaction or feeling
“Mark (sensor) likes (mental: affection) new clothes (phenomenon)”
b. Cognition (thinking, process of deciding, knowing, understanding, etc.)
“I (sensor) realize (mental: cognitive) the difficulties (phenomenon)”
(Gerot and Wignell 1994:58-59)
c. Perception (perceiving through one of the five senses.)
“He (sensor) couldn’t see (mental: perceptive) anything.”
(Thompson 1996:85)
4.3.1.3. Relational process
The relational process is concerned with the process of “being”
and with the relationship between two things or concepts.
There are two relational clause types with different sets of participant
roles:
a. Attribute Clauses
Attribute clauses are clauses with carrier and attribute.
For example:
“Maxim (carrier) is (attributive) energetic (attribute)”
(Martin, Matthiessen and Painter 1997:106)
b. Identifying Clauses
Identifying clauses are clauses with token and value.
For example:
“Maxim (token) is (identifying) the goalie (value)”
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“The goalie (values)is (identifying) Maxim (token)”
(Martin, Matthiessen and Painter 1997:106)
4.3.1.4. Verbal process
The verbal process is related to the act of “saying”, and in a
broader sense as Halliday (1985:129) presents it: “saying has to be
interpreted in a rather broad sense; it covers any kind of symbolic
exchange of meaning”
A verbal clause represents the addressee of a speech interaction as the
Receiver. The Receiver is a verbal beneficiary, and can often be marked
by ‘to’, while the target is one acted upon verbally (insulted,
complemented, etc.). Another participant is the Verbiage that is a named
object or notion for the verbalization itself. For example:
“John (sayer) told (verbal) Jenny (receiver) a joke (verbiage)”
(Gerot and Wignell 1994: 63)
“She (sayer) keeps rubbishing (verbal) me (target) to the other people
(receiver) in the office (circumstance: place)
(Thompson 1996:98)
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4.3.1.5. Existential process
The existential process indicates that something exists. Existential
processes are expressed by verbs of existing: ‘be’, ‘exist’ and the Existent
can be a phenomenon of any kind. For example:
“There (existential) will be (existential process) a real bunfight (existent)
at the next meeting (location temporal)”
(Martin, Matthiessen and Painter 1997:109)
The significance of studying transitivity in relation to this study
lies in the fact that the type of process and the presence or absence of
participants has implications as to the role the participants perform in the
event in question. According to Fairclough (1989), the dominance of
certain processes and the roles of participants in political texts indicate
certain ideologies which motivate the writer’s choices and the way s(he)
orders the context of the text.
4.3.2. Transitivity in the Arabic newspapers
This study shows that in the Arab newspapers headlines, two out of
four focus on Gaza as a carrier of attributes rather than actor or agent.
The aim seems to be to shed light on the situation wherein Gaza is viewed
from outside by the eyes of a concerned observer.
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-“مZ اﻝf Qرie ةde”
مZ اﻝf Qرie

ةde

Attribute

Carrier

- “وانZsم اﻝiPة أZRmة وde”
مZ اﻝf وانZsم اﻝiPة اZRmو

ةde

Attribute

Carrier

4.3.2.1. Material process
The articles are structured by clauses which serve the purposes of
the writers. The material processes seem to be highly frequent although
there are other processes, such as the mental and relational. It is worth
mentioning that the majority of the processes which relate to the Israeli
actions are material ones (see text 3 in the appendix), especially when the
reference goes to the military operations being taken against Gaza.
a. نi` S "نq}P" s ﺵS^ iull{g fSb اتVTijث اﻝZmg  وQRSRTاVWXرات اiﻝi"

رi{”اﻝ
The Israeli attacks (QRSRTاVWXرات اi )اﻝare the participant in this
material process (fـSُـb) and the people of Gaza are the recipient of this
process (نq}P s)ﺵ, while the item ‘iull{g’: ‘its bombs’ is the goal of
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this material process. The writer shows Israel as the actor, brutally
treating the people of Gaza. The message the writer tries to convey is the
deceitful claim of Israel’s goals in Gaza war that it is only attacking
Hamas. The writer wants to say that it is a war against all the people of
Gaza and not only Hamas, as Israel’s government declares.
b. “dRRlb  دونORRZl”ی اﻝ
The actor of this clause refers to “OیVlszl ”اﻝthe occupiers in the
same sentence from which this quote is cited. The material process
“”ی: “bomb” targets the goal “ORRZl”اﻝ: “civilians”.
c. “QPوil اﻝQgرi{lg مq”ی
The same actor “OیVlszl ”اﻝfrom the previous example occupies the
actor of this clause and the goal this time is “QPوil”اﻝ: “resistance”.
Whereas the material process used at this clause is “Qgرi{lg مq”ی: “fight”.
d. “بiرهXرس اilb RTاVW”إ
“Israel (actor) exercises (material process) terrorism (Goal)”, in this
clause the actor is Israel and the writer makes a direct relation between
Israel and ‘terrorism’. He presents the most direct example of
condemning and accusing Israel of terrorism.
e. “gi ان واﻝVR  اﻝR{{ ﺝb مiّ أیQzW ونZlه یi”وه
“Here they are still steadfast this for six days under the hell of fires and
missiles” the actor of this clause is “ّةde دqW”أ: “Gaza’s lions” referring to
“Gazan people” who “are still steadfast (material process) in this war for
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six days (adverbial) under the hell of fires and missiles (adverbial). The
writer wants to show that the actor (Gazan people) suffer the assault
rather than do it. They are enduring the aggressive attack of Israel and do
not fight back.
f. “QR^il}دة اﻝigX} إﻝ اS یri اﻝfqRuو اﻝZs”اﻝ
“The usurper Zionist enemy (actor) resorts to (material process) the
annihilation (Goal)”.
g. “نi  ﻝS^ ri اﻝfqRuو اﻝZs اﻝiuّ  ﺵfzاﻝ، زqlb بVm f”
“At July War (goal) which the usuper Zionist enemy (actor) waged
against (material process) Lebanon (client or recepient)”. The writer
reminds the reader of the war launched by Israel four years ago against
Lebanon, indicating Israel’s technique of handling critical issues in the
region.
4.3.2.2. Mental process
a. “اqjW اء اﻝ|يZuSﻝ ﻝz وW”
“We (senser) feel (mental process) sorrow and agony (phenomenon) for
those who fell martyrs”. The writer uses this mental process to intensify
his emotive stance towards those who fell martyrs in the war, and to show
that their death has caused agony and sorrow.
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b. “ £¤i اﻝS^ ` اﻝOP iiآVg كi ًا ان هZRوا ﺝV|آzن ی} أن یqRgن ا\وروq§وﻝlاﻝ
¨Wqzl اﻝOP V©”ا
“The European officials (Senser) have to remember (mental process) well
that there is hellish of rage on the other side of the Mediterranean
(phenomenon)”
The writer reminds the reader that European officials should be made
aware of the outrageous resentment of their policies which will erupt in
their countries.
c. ىqW Qیiu  اﻝf f s یOy¬« ﻝ یzyl واﻝQR`« اﻝs ه|~ اﻝf iرهim  انiًlzm سilm ركZb"
"ORیd رؤوس اﻝS^ ادةq® هg رi  اﻝb تiRSlsض ﻝVszb ان
“Hamas (senser) definitely realizes (mental process) that this siege
imposed on it in this overpopulated spot meant nothing but raising hell to
the Gazans”
The writer shows that Hamas is fully aware of the coming days in
which Gaza will be mercilessly shelled by the Israelis. Focusing on
'awareness', on part of Hamas, of lack of alternatives is meant to induce
appreciation of Hamas's steadfastness in such circumstance regardless of
the approaching threat of destruction.
4.3.2.3. Relational process
a. “عij اﻝf نqR RjSa اﻝiuR V{ُت یiqziد آV}P”
“They (token) are merely cantons (identifying) in the Strip in which
(location)

the

Palestinians

(carrier)

are

(attributive)

prisoned

(attribute)”.The writer points out the 'identity of the Gaza strip as being a
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canton. The aim is to draw attention to the state of the Palestinians in that
part of the world and to raise a call for help.
b. “f RjSa اﻝsء اﻝi g أOP ن هqPوil”اﻝ
“The fighters (token) are (identifying process) from the Palestinian
people” The writer wants to stress the fact that the resistant fighters are
not aliens to the Palestinian people ;they do not come from a foreign
country. They are Palestinians.
c. “لiz^ اVysُP O^ رةi^ ةde”: “Gaza (token) is only (identifying) a
concentration camp (value)”
This interlinks with example(a) above: the miserable and rough
conditions in which the Gazans live.
d. “RTاVW إnریib f بVm O أﺝiu”إ: “It (carrier) is (attributive) the most
coward war (attribute) in the history of Israel (adverbial/ time)”
The writer emphasizes the 'identity' of the Israeli invasion against Gaza: it
is the most coward war! By emphasizing this 'attribute', the writer
expresses his view of the war, especially, as he argues, that it is against
civilians.
4.3.3. Transitivity in English-speaking newspapers
This study shows that in the English-speaking newspapers
headlines. Hamas is frequently referred to as the agent, actor,
sayer, or sensor. On the other hand, there is direct reference to
Israel an actor, sayer, or senser but presented in a positive image
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as peace-seeker. Some headlines provide significant examples to
the study such as:
a. Hamas is the obstacle to Middle East peace. (app.6)
b. Much of the responsibility lay with Hamas (app.8)
c. Hamas rockets (actor) block (Pr: material) the birth of a Palestinian
state The previous examples show that Israel is not to be blamed for the
war, while Hamas is the party which seeks bloodshed and is the only
barrier to peace.
4.3.3.1. Material process
a. “Hamas (actor) chose (material process) violence (goal).”
The writer wants to indicate that Hamas does not want peace and is
responsible for the violence which the world witnesses. It is not Israel’s
swearing from the peace process; Hamas is the terrorist organization
which voluntarily opts for violence.
b. “every missile (goal) fired (material process) at Israel (circumstantial
as recipient)”
The writer presents Israel as the victim of the missiles which
Hamas launches against the Israeli cities and territories. He is justifying
Israel’s war against Hamas through this syntactic structure which
represents a material process that claims a goal/ object.
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c. “Missiles and mortars (goal) have been launched (Pr: material) from
within Gaza (Circ: place) against Israeli civilian targets (recipient) over
the past three years (Circ: time)
This is a clear attempt to find an excuse for shelling Gaza as missiles and
mortars are launched 'from within Gaza'; therefore, it is Hamas that is to
blame for exposing the lives of the Israeli and Gazan civilians to danger.
4.3.3.2. Mental process
a.“It (senser) remembers (mental process) that the 2006 ceasefire
resolution

(carrier)

in

southern

Lebanon

(circ:

place)

failed

(attributive)”
The writer reminds the reader that Israel’s former experience with
an armed organization as Hizbollah led to failure and that the same fact
applies to Hamas. He uses the mental process ‘remembers’ to recall the
2006 summer war between Hizbollah and Israel.
b.“imagine (mental process) missiles(carrier) being fired(attributive)
most days (circ: time)across the 21 miles (circumstantial :place)of the
English Channel”
The ‘senser’ is inferable in the previous example; it is the general
nominal ‘You’: the European reader. The aim is to globalize the ‘plight’
of the Israelis who are, according to the writer, exposed day and night to
Hamas's rockets and how their life has become a case of suffering.
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4.3.3.3. Relational process
a. “Hamas (carrier) is (attributive) committed to Islamism at its bloodiest
(attribute)”
The writer relates Hamas with a highly-negative image of Islamic
organizations and states that it is committed to it. He depicts Hamas as
bloody terrorist organization which seeks vandalism and killing other
races.
b. “Brutality (attribute) has characterized (attributive) Hamas’s rule
(carrier)”.
Hamas is 'identified' as a brutal organization which performs aggressive
acts and adopts a brutal policy against others.
c.“The Israeli attacks on Hamas (carrier) are (attributive process) not
unreasonable (attribute)”
The wrier wants to justify Israel’s attacks against Gaza and
emphasizes the attributive saying “are not” and follows it with the
attribute “unreasonable”.
We have seen the writers, Arabs and non-Arabs, have skillfully utilized
the syntactic rules and structures in the process of dealing with the event.
Each gears the discourse in the way that serves his purposes and
expresses his view of the different aspects of the event: the processes
ascribed to the participants, and the roles attributed to them. Lexical
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choices have also been effective in picturing the event. Emotive elements
have been invoked and fully utilized.
4.4. Thematisation
Halliday defines theme (1985:38) as:
“the element which serves as the point of departure of the message; it is
that with which the clause is concerned with. The remainder of the
message, the part in which the theme is developed is called in Prague
school terminology the Rheme”
Theme is what a text is about and it appears in initial position in
the clause in English. The starting point or what Halliday calls ‘point of
departure’ is highly significant in content organization of the clause as it
has impact on the recipient. Linguists such as Brown and Yule
(1985:125) explain the way the point of departure influences the
audience, as follows:
“When he orders these single words into sentences, and those
sentences into texts, he confronts what has come to be called the
“linearization problem”. He has to choose a beginning point .This
point will influence the hearer/reader’s interpretation of
everything that follows in the discourse since it will constitute the
initial textual context for everything that follows”.
Therefore, writers foreground (thematize) what they consider the
most important information by placing it in theme position. It is worth
mentioning that thematisation is not limited to nouns or noun phrases, it
includes adverbial phrases or nominalization, e.g. “Tragically, Hamas
chose violence” (app.6), “Brutality has characterized Hamas’s rule”
(ibid)
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4.4.1. Thematisation in Arabic Newspapers
The Arabic newspapers vary in their presentation of the news in the
headlines and show a tendency to use thematised patterns which serve
their ideology: “Israel as a threat”, or “Israel as the initiator of the war”.
Some headlines read as follows:
a. “وانZs اﻝOP QRSRTاVWXاف اZ;”ا\ه
b. “ةde رةd}l ﻝfgV^ ءije”;
c. "§¤اqzب اﻝV^ _`ab ةde”
The above examples adopt nominalization process, especially (a) and (b)
to present the content as something closer to a fact.
“سilm nاریqr OP Zsgف أZuم واﻝ46AB CDرAE6ة اde"(appendix.3).
Nominalization, as seen in (d), turns processes into states, creating
a new category of abstract entities (Hodge and Kress, 1993). The creation
of new entities is of considerable cultural and ideological importance
because nominalizations themselves take on the role of presupposed and
taken for granted entities (social or political realities). So, when the writer
says “سilm nاریqr OP Zsgف أZuم واﻝ46AB CDرAE6=ة اT”, he takes it for granted
that readers share him the 'fact' that Gaza is brutally attacked “Gaza – the
city drowning in blood stream”, and nominalizing the verb 'قV( 'یto
drown) to become 'Qرi 'اﻝand adding the definite article "Qرi "اﻝis a
technique that helps the writer give the picture in the way he sees it. This
technique of presenting Gaza in the event as a victim of brutality, lying
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with blood streaming around is similar to presenting the case as a fact
which everyone can see.
However, there are some interesting structures of the clauses used
in the Arab newspapers, in which the columnist foregrounds an emotive
lexical item before referring to the “participant” of the clause “Israeli
missiles” such as: “ QRSRTاVWX اnاریqّﻝ اﻝqm Oاء اﻝ|ی4VW6=ة اT لAY8ر أ9[ ن
ّ ´
 إﻝ أﺵ®ءQ`ده اﻝi”أﺝ: “the picture of children of Gaza, the martyrs,
which the Israeli missiles have turned their not fully-grown bodies into
pieces”. Here, the writer foregrounds “the picture of children of Gaza, the
martyrs” in a manner that indicate the brutality of the Israeli army, and
invites the readers to sympathize with the Gazan people.
Further , the writer of the same article uses thematic structure to
defend the 'resistant fighters' in Gaza, who are the main target in the war
as the Israeli government said, when he writes: “ \] ن95^ا4?6 اCوﻡA_?6ل اAرﺝ
ةZیZد ﺝqlr ةd}sP مiPن اqqy یZ ةde f aVbc]  وaVd”اه: “the resistance fighters
who are the defenders of their people and their honor in Gaza might be
recording a new miracle of steadfastness”. He nominalizes the action of
defending one's country by attributing this to the resistance fighters and
present to this as a fact by adding the definite article to 'mudafi' ' which
means ' the defenders’, as if this is taken for granted. In Arab and Islamic
(and elsewhere) those who defend their people and nation are honorable
and if they are killed they must be martyrs who deserve respect. The
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writer presents another picture for the fighters of Hamas, not as negative
as drawn in the Israeli media or some western media agencies.
While in appendix (4), the writer presents a different thematised
structure which could be classified as highly emotive and functional to
serve and present the attitudes of the columnist in supporting the Gazan
people and opposing the acts of Israel. “ دةABi واcFﻡ4:6 ا4هAWم و ﻡ46ل اfم ﺵAاﻡ
"VRsz اﻝS^ رةZ اﻝzm µz{b ةc[AH?6=ة اT j^ CF]A?>6 ”اthe writer thematises
“in view of the blood flow, the mass annihilation in the sieged Gaza, even
the ability of expression is crippled”

to express a clear attitudinal

statement for the whole article, sympathizing with Gazan people.
In the same article, the writer thematizes :عij اﻝS^ CdﻡAW6ب اcH6 اmI هck5^”
"«R^اVP S^ Vsl_ اﻝz  أﺝOP VP S^ طq` اﻝVlzb:“through this massive
war against the strip.”, the writer thematizes the adverbial ' through this
massive war' to point out the instrumentality of the war: to be used as a
means to exercise pressure on Egypt.
The writer (app.1) thematizes the Palestinian causalities in the clause
“ ه§·ءu · یOR RjSa اﻝOP AیAHo6د ا4]”; “the number of the Palestinian
causalities does not matter for those ( the Israelis)” and that civilians’ fate
is marginal in this war. The emphasis on the number of the causalities and
the repetition of this thematised image in different positions of the Arabic
articles are made to steer the readers’ awareness about the inhuman acts
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which Israel has taken through this war and that Hamas is not its sole
target.
4.4.2. Thematisation in English-speaking Newspapers
The non-Arab newspapers use thematisation mainly to show Israel
as the ‘peace initiator’ and Hamas as the ‘threatening’, ‘bloody’
organization.
The columnist in appendix (1) clearly describes Hamas as the
‘obstacle’ to the peace process in the Middle East “Hamas is the obstacle
to Middle East peace”. The thematisation of this clause at the headline is
deliberately made to connect the readers’ minds with negative impression
about Hamas and vindicating Israel as doing nothing but peace. The
columnist seems highly supportive of the Israeli attitude in this war and
blames Hamas because of its attitude against Israel.
a.“Without these attacks by Hamas, the Israelis would not be bombarding
Gaza.”
b. “without the destructive actions of Hamas there would have been no
reaction from Israel”
The columnist presents the Israeli “bombarding” as a reaction to
Hamas’s acts and attacks against Israel. This foregrounding of the
prepositional phrase “without these attacks by Hamas” indicates the
attitude of the columnist, which is blaming Hamas for this war.
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The media parties present two different points of view in which
Arab newspapers use thematisation to arouse the readers’ sympathy
towards Gaza and to justify Hamas’s acts against Israel, while
condemning Israel. On the other hand, the non-Arab newspapers present
Israel’s war as a reaction to Hamas’s previous acts against Israel.
Both of them try to foreground the notion that supports their
ideological view and to background what seems negative to the party they
support. These linguistic structures (examples :a and b), so far, have
given clues to the study in revealing these ideologies and attitudes of the
columnists and present a clear view of the bias of these columnists
towards Gaza war.
c. “Tragically, Hamas chose violence”
The writer foregrounds ‘tragically’ in this clause to make the readers
sympathize with the Israeli stance against Hamas. That is, had Hamas not
chosen violence, Israel would not have taken action against it. By using
the emotive element ' tragically' the writer tries to sound unbiased and
that the tragedy could have been stopped.
d. “Brutality has characterized Hamas’s rule”
In this cited example the writer thematised ‘brutality’ to show how
Hamas is attributed with aggressiveness and brutality and that the readers
cannot sympathize with such a movement that lacks human motives.
e. “Yet, while Hamas kills Palestinians, the megaphones remain mute”
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f. “Yet Hamas’s disregard for the lives of civilians is the key to the
difference”.
In the two examples cited above , the reference to Hamas as being
the killer of the Palestinians is foregrounded to maintain that Hamas does
not only attack Israel but also they kill their own people and do not care
about the toll of those civilians who were killed. Thematising this clause
“Hamas kills Palestinians” (ex.f) and “ Hamas’s disregard for the lives of
the civilians” in these sentences shows a high degree of bias of the writer
against Hamas in which he wants to show the readers that Hamas is a
bloody group that kills even its people. Initiating the two examples with
the concessive ' yet ' is a skillful technique for drawing attention to the
fact that many people have not been aware of ‘this fact’.
It can be observed that in both the Arabic and the English-speaking
newspapers, writers have adopted different ways of thematisation and
served different stances towards the two fighting parties: Hamas and
Israel. The Arabic thematised clauses emphasized foregrounding the
reference to the civilian causalities and the inhuman acts of Israel against
them. Whereas the English-speaking newspapers’ writers used thematised
the clauses which served their stance against Hamas
condemning its policy during this war.
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as well as

4.5. Modality
Modality as defined by Fairclough (1989:129), is a “categorical
commitment of the producer to the truth of the proposition”, and as Kress
and Leeuwen (1990:49) add: “it indicates the writer’s judgment on the
credibility of the representation”. Modality is the writer’s direct comment
on the ideational part of the clause; the grammar of the direct comments.
It is the main feature of the clause which presents the point of view of the
writer. Fairclough (ibid) maintains that “it has to do with speaker’s or
writer’s authority” and states two dimensions of modality. First, the
relational modality, which is a matter of the authority of one participant
in relation to others, while the other dimension is expressive modality
which is a matter of the speaker’s or the writer’s authority with respect to
the truth or probability of a representation of reality,i.e, the writer’s
evaluation of the truth. Modality is usually expressed by means of modal
verbs such as: may, might, must, should, can, etc.
4.5.1. Modality in Arab newspapers
There are some positions where the writers use modals to express
their points of view, such as: “ب5 ا9: ﻡ!ﺱ ﻡ هV ه7إﺱاﺉ

5”و ﺕ

(appendix.1) “Israel will certainly not achieve a real goal in this war”
This use of the modal ‘will’ and ‘certainly’ is intended to be as an
assertive statement based on the writer’s confidence of how the war will
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end. The writer wants to assert his attitude which seems to stem from
confidence that such aggressive wars are doomed to fail.
a.“ ی@ أن ی'ن ه ك ﻡ وﻡ، أي أرضDV لM#أي ا،لM#( ”)ﻡ ی'ن ه ك اapp.2)
" whenever there is occupation there should be resistance"
In the above given quotation, the writer is legitimatizing the
‘necessity’ of resistance whenever there is occupation. Accordingly, he
clearly justifies Hamas, as a resistance group, and presents this as an
action that is morally obligatory. The writer most probably leans on
Islamic and, generally, Arabic religious values which call for Jihad
whenever there is occupation.
b.“Q¸iyzP نqyb  انOyl · یQآVslﻝi”;" the battle cannot be equally balanced"
The writer dismisses the possibility of the ‘battle’ to be mutually
equivalent in light of being aware of the Israeli militants’ capabilities and
that of Hamas. So, his attitude is clearly sympathetic with Hamas’s
position and appreciative of their steadfastness and determination to
defend their people.
c.“

           

”

The writer, here, presents a prediction about Israel’s next step and
says: “the Israeli withdrawal will certainly happen, eventually, but it will
be that of the defeated. This is a strong prediction which is closer to
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certainty, based on the writer’s perspective. The use of “نqyRW” reveals a
belief that the action is destined to happen as the writer sees it.
Fairclough (ibid) maintains that modality is not only the modal
auxiliaries; they can be expressed through some other formal features
including adverbs and tense. The simple present tense is considered the
terminal point of expressive modality and the opposite terminal point is
the negative form of this tense, for example “the rockets are dangerous”,
“the rockets are not dangerous”.
There are some propositions about Israel and Hamas in the Arab
newspapers expressed as truths or facts about the two parties, in which
the use of the simple present tense aims to serve the columnist’s point of
view.
d.“رi{اﺝ« اﻝqb QSbiP Q P§P Q^ql}P iul”و
“its opponent is a faithful fighting group which confronts the imposed
siege"
The writer is highly supportive of Hamas when he chooses the
expression “opponent”, not “enemy” (of Israel) and describes Hamas
fighters as a group of believers (faithful group) fighting back against
Israel. He is assertive in his perspective that Hamas is not a terrorist
group; rather they are rather a group of believers who are destined to
suffer the siege Israel has imposed on them and have the right to defend
themselves. It is worth mentioning that in Arabic there is not an
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equivalent to the verb “to be” but it can parallel the English “non-modal”
present tense forms. So, the direct sequence of “iul ”وand “ Q^ql}P
Q P§P” is the highest or the terminal point of expressive modality
(Fairclough 1989) and accordingly presents how assertive the writer is in
his perspective. Using 'opponent' instead of 'enemy' seems to magnify the
role of the fighters who, inspite of their limited military means, stand as
opponents to the great Israeli military machine.
e.“sء اﻝi g أOP ن هqPوil”اﻝ
“The resistant men are (or: come from) from the people”. Here the writer
asserts that the resistant men come from the Palestinian people. The use
of ‘( ’هare) is an assertive addition which is equivalent to ‘are certainly’.

f. “سVyzzW QPوilة اﻝVهi¹  أنZ§آl اﻝVP\ اOy”و ﻝ
The writer emphasizes the right of the Gazan people to react against and
resist the Israeli attack through saying: “the resistance’s phenomenon will
certainly gain roots” the use of “will certainly” affirms the conclusion
which the writer wants the readers to arrive at. He indicates that the
Israeli attack against Hamas will lead eventually to raise the number of
those resistant fighters in Gaza, which is their right in his perspective.
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4.5.2. Modality in English-speaking newspapers
a.“Peace in Gaza is in the hands of Hamas”
This is an assertive and irrevocable statement putting the blame for
the absence of peace on Hamas. The employment of ‘is’ reveals the
attitude and view of the writer; s(he) wants us to take it as a fact.
b. “though it must be remembered that 8,000 rockets have been fired at
their territory in recent years.”
The writer justifies the acts of Israel, bombing and launching
missiles, by reminding the readers of the 'fact' that Hamas started a time
ago attacking Israel by launching 8,000 rockets. The writer sounds
worried about the possibility of forgetting the 'real' cause of the war:
Hamas's behavior is the ‘real cause’ of this tragic event. The use of ‘must
be remembered’ sounds to present an ethical matter: “we should not
forget who initiated the war”
c. “It is clear that the Israelis are not going to negotiate while their
security is constantly under threat”
By resorting to this series of assertive modals, the writer takes
sides with the Israeli's refusal to negotiate as their towns remain under
threat.
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The use of “It is clear”, “are not going to” and “their security is
constantly under threat” shows how the writer is highly assertive about
the way Israel should deal with Hamas.
d. “Hamas is the obstacle to Middle East peace”
Directly, the writer presents “Hamas” as the obstacle, with no other
options to think about. There is no other party to blame for impeding the
peace process but Hamas.
e. “Israel cannot sit back while Hamas improves the size and range of its
arsenal”
The writer points out the improbability of Israel sitting back while
Hamas 'improves' its arsenal. He introduces the matter about Hamas as a
fact 'improves', a process which is 'definitely' going on.

f. “our fight is not with the people of Gaza but with the terrorist body
holding them hostage”
g. “Israeli intent is directed solely at Hamas combatants”
The writer's intention is to clarify Israel's position and stance
towards the war. It is 'not against the people of Gaza', but 'certainly'
against Hamas.
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The analysis has shown that the use of these modals and non-modal
verb tenses show the different perspectives from which Arabic and
English-speaking newspapers observed the event. The Arabic newspapers
as well as the English ones employed different types of modals, each for a
certain purpose, and each was motivated by an ideological stance. It is
clear that neutrality of presentation is missing in both, and the event is
used for the exposure of one of the fighting parties. Language has been
the effective tool for bringing out the underlying ideology for each party.
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Conclusion
The study has attempted to show the role ideology plays in
patterning human thought. This has shown in the linguistic tool the
writers exploited in the process of dealing with the event. The texts which
have been analyzed have mirrored the way linguistic structures are put at
the service of the writers and their prototypical reaction to the event. The
writers have resorted to different stylistic techniques in order for their
views to reach the target readers and to convince them of the soundness
of such views. The study has also shown that transitivity-based analysis
can highlight stylistic aspects of political (as well as other types of
discourse) discourse. And in the process of shedding light on discoursal
aspects, themes formulate and come up to the surface. Thematisation and
emotive expressions bring to the fore focal aspects of the discourse
although at the expense of violating grammatical rules. The grammar that
works in critical discourse analysis is the grammar of the text rather than
the grammar of the sentence. We have seen that the headlines of the
newspapers generated texts which are substantiation of the content of the
headlines. The grammar which organized the content of the texts and put
together their arguments is the grammar of text which is generated by
factors which come from outside the text, the context of the situation.
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Appendixes:
Arabic Articles
وان456 ﻡ\ اCFdFuاcviاف ا4هx ]\ اy:zرة یAWB j( ]=ﻡ1
Aljazeera.net

2009 مA56 ﻡ\ اj{A|6ن ا9{Aول ﻡ\ آxا
mرc آA ﻡ،C69VB ٌc أﻡAVF^ ب
ُ cَ E:ُ و یF5{ j:6A آCFkuاcT مA أیj^ :G CvAF6م اf? ﻡ\ آv Aب ﻡcTﻡ\ أ
c :G jYF6 m45B \ وﻡ،تc?6 أوadzا ﺕIz ه..ت9?6 ا4FW{ j^ C زﻡ4َWُ ﺕA?ن آ9FdFuاcviن ا96و7?6ا
:م9_6ا
".سA?G 4b بcG B ،\FFFdY6 ا4b ABcG F6 mI ه..سA?G 4b \H{ ،jFdY6 اy5W6 ا4b A6" -أ
".A?هcFT=ب ا وGس وA?G :اء4]x اY{ Aی46 B ،اء4] أA6 \H{" -ب
ي9>6_ ا6A^ ،jd56 اAV6A>v \] اcF| آd:=ة  ﺕT عAD d] CF{وا456ب اcH6 اmIاف ه4 أن أهC_F_H6وا
.و4k یA?ا آcF|\ آFYd: ﻡAF6 -اء9ﺝx اC]A[ت و9?6 اC]A[- jﻡf]i_ ا6وا
j?FdDر إ9Hد ﻡ9 أو وﺝ،Dx اd] j]9b9 ﻡdG د9ﺝ9B \d5?6 اjdFuاcviب اAH6 "ب" اCزﻡf6 اoYﺕ
kD ﺵc یA\ ﻡz6 و.لAG C أیd] ورAH?6ا ﻡ اI وه،اء4]x اY{ j^ كc:W یFuاcv وإCFBc]  دوaoی
mI ﻡ\ هjV:{ اIVB ._^ 6Aء ﻡA_6  و،yH^ AF]9b9 ﻡF6 ر9H?6 أن ا،Aه45B وCFd56ت اAHیc:6ا
. AV6 ADc أن ﺕkv j:6ة اczY6ا
"
CریA?5:v اC6 دو4ﺝ9  ﺕ.ی4H6ری اA:6 اj^ A?B ور،jdFuاcviری اA:6 اj^ بcG \k=ة أﺝT j^ ث4H یAﻡ
CFرﺝA ةc وزیAFd] dرات ﺕA>Y{ اD وd] و,اف4هxع ﻡ\ ا96ا اI ه4b حf6ع ﻡ\ ا96ا اIم ه4:ﺕ
!!aآ4b A6 :ع9{ \م ﻡf آAV?^ j^ وCG9?6 اFuاcvإ
"
 ?6ا اI هyHB \؟FFFdY6 ا4b (A6 \H{ :َ5ِ?ُv A? )أو آF6 :Fuاcv إC69_ ﻡj5ذا ﺕA\ ﻡz6و
o  وإذا،§وﺕ§ وإرادﺕc§ ﺙkdv 4یc وی،y5W6ا اI ه4dB 4یc ^_ ی9V^ ،ب95W6 ﻡ\ اy5 ﺵ4b رA?5:v ا4ﺝ9ی
. m4b 4G أf^ ،§6 "©ر4_?6 "اcF?6ا اIV6
4b §{ أcِ?5:?6 اj]4 یAه4] :G \z6 و.§6 ادcي یI6 اcF?6ا اI هy5W6وم اAD " إذاCdzW?6ز "اckﺕ
CBرAH?B م9_ یAﻡ4] و.§Y{ y5W6 ا4b F6 و،AV{9vرA?ة ویczY6ن ا9d?Hی\ یI6\ اF^c:?6 واCوﻡA_?6ا
،aVFB \z وﺕF5 ﺕCوﻡA_?6ن اx B aه4b §{x F6 ª6I^ ،=FF?س دون ﺕA6\ واFF{4?6 وی_ اCوﻡA_?6ا
CوﻡA_?6 ا4b B ،ا9_v \یI6§ ا6AY8 أ4b  و،m4b AVﺝ9 ﻡF6 9V^ ،A:ﻡA[ _6? اH: أن یy5W6 اd]و
.AVk>{ أj:6ا
.§^9Y[ \FB ا9WF5 أن یj5Fk8 و،اتcz5 ﻡj^ §] fY ﻡAWFا ﺝ9F6 و،y5W6ء اAB ﻡ\ أaن ه9وﻡA_?6ا
«:zل ﻡA_:] اcz5رة ]\ ﻡAk] =ةT نx ،§B ٌad ﻡc=ة أﻡT j^ §{¬^ نAz آ ﻡj^ AHFH[ اIن هAوإذا آ
cFTس وA?H6 a: وﻡ،ومA_ ﻡcFTوم وA_ وﻡ،cF_^ وjT \FB =FF? ﺕA?{س دوA6§ اF^ F5 ی،dE وﻡaGوﻡ=د
ن9z یAﻡ4] :G و.نAk6 j^ A?س آA6 اAVF6> إdة ی4©FH ﻡ8A و ﻡ،cV{  وk و ﺝCBAT  .AV6 a:ﻡ
C?یcن ﺝ9z=ة إ أن ﺕT d] بcHd6 \z?  ی..C>F:6AB AFuا9W] ن9z ^¬{§ ی،=ةT j^ juا9W] cFT _6ا
.بcG
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"15ات "أفcuA8 AVF^ م4: ﺕ،ab "9:FT" d] راتAT AVF^ [ا9: ﺕ،لA_:] اcz5 ﻡd] بcG mIه
IFY:6\ اz? ﻡcFT § ذاﺕ4HB نA آ،ات9v cW] kD ر9:6\ اz? ﻡcFT § ذاﺕ4HB 5Y6ا اIن هA آ."16و"أف
.CF{A|6 اCbAY:{ اCای4B j^ C_BA6 اmIراك هAB [ 4_6 ..AF6دو
ع96ا اIم ه4: ﺕCریA?5:v اC6 دو4ﺝ9  ﺕ.ی4H6ری اA:6 اj^ A?B ور،jdFuاcviری اA:6 اj^ بcG \k أﺝAV{إ
CG9?6 اFuاcv إCFرﺝA ةc وزیAFd] dرات ﺕA>Y{ اD وd] و.اف4هxع ﻡ\ ا96ا اI ه4b حf6ﻡ\ ا
!!ل9Vd6 A ی.."aآ4b A6" ع9{ \م ﻡf آAV?^ j^ی\ و4هAW?\ آFFFdY6 اy8A:6
4یc ﺕAV{x _^ B ،m4b AV{x F6 رضxع اA_[ أC^A آj^ §دﺕc ﺵ4D و،jFdY6 اy5W6\ ا8 وFuاcv إkdv
§8ن ی? وB kD وo 96 و.m4b F6 AVz6 و،ءjا آ ﺵI ه..c8A CkFB زلA: أن ی4یc  ی9 وه،§8و
.لA:D بٌ وcG AV§ ﻡkF\ یd^ ،c8A CkF8 \]
\ ﻡ4Gف واc8 \ب ﻡAH{AB و،س4_6 ا4ی9Vار ﺕc?:vAB و،9dv أو45B نAF:v اCY]Ao?B CوﻡA_?6 اdkD 96و
\ ﻡjFdY6 اy5W6 اy:{ ا96 و.=ةT  ﻡCFdFuاcv إCdzWك ﻡA{ هA آA?6 ،\>6A آCD9 ﻡAVuA_B =ة ﻡT
.CdzWت ﻡW{ A?6 2006 مA] y:ُ أن یFuاcvأرادﺕ§ إ
CF_ ﻡC>F:{ mرAk:]AB AًFb راj5ی9>:6ر اAH6AB jFdY6 اy5W6 اkD 96 ،تABA:{ اmI ه45B و..aﺙ
ykv jس هA?G ck:] ا96 و،y:{?\ اB حA8 وأAVة ﻡ9ﺝc?6 ا°uA:6ر اAH6ا اI ﻡ\ ه°::v ا96 و،تABA:{f6
_6 ﻡ ا9ا هI ه..عA_6 واFuاcv\ إFB CdzWك ﻡA{ هA آA?6 ..رAH6ض اcY ﻡ\ یF6ر وAH6ا
).ر96 اmI هcW{  ﻡAVGAF: اﺝA?B )ور،=ةT عAD d] jWG96_ ا6ا^ اcي یI6 اjdFuاcvi اjﻡf]iا
ف4V6 وا.وان456ف ا4?\ هo: ﻡ ی9 وه،ر96\ اFB CFBc56AB ²5k6 اmرcz أن ی±H ی-§:]A±^ d]- 9وه
لAG j^ وء4V6 واC{Az:vAB و،Cی9 ﺕ6[ إ9:6ل اAG j^ CFdFuاcviوط اcW6AB jFdY6 اy5W6ل ا9kD 9ه
. Cی9د ﺕ9م وﺝ4]
d] bcدئ یA هa  و ﻡ،CFریA:6 اFuاcvوط إcWB AVF^ k_ یCی9 ﺕj^ "jBc] ªیc ﻡ "ﺵCdzW ﻡ
A أﻡ،_^ Aیc±{ Cی9:6 ا²^c وی،ad±6ل واf:G اµ j^ F5س ﺕA6ك اc: ویF5F^ ،ى9_6ازی\ ا9?B Dxا
. §:dv d] ظAYH6" ﻡ| اCF? أهc| "أآAیAo_B Fuاcvاع ﻡ إc6 ]\ اEWF^ AFd?]
ao{ وا،AVBA:{ اd] ولxم ا9F6 اI ﻡAVﺕc[AG 4_6 ..ةcFx اC[cY6 اmI ﻡ| ه:G سA?G ? ﺕa6 Fuاcvوإ
.AV:dB لf:Gاع ﻡ اc6ل ]\ اAEW{f6 C[cYB :G سA?G «H ﺕa6 و،رAH6 ا6" إa6A56"ا
C6AG j^ CFdFuاcviوط اcW6AB k_ دام یA ﻡ،§ ﻡkH{ اAﻡ45B AFdع داA_6 اazHا ﻡ\ یcF| آFuاcv إaV ی
.Cی9:6 ا6[ إ9:6م ا4] C6AG j^ وء4V6AB  أو،Cی9ﺕ
 أن-AF6AG "Cu4V:6دة "ا95B \Fk6A?6 اc±{ CVﻡ\ وﺝ- سA?G d] نA وآ،f5^ j5ی9>:6ر اAH6ِض اcُ^ 4_6
،=ةT عAD وCFBcE6 اCYo6 اj^ تAF:Tار اc?:v ^_ ﻡ اF6 و،لf:G ^_ دون زوال اF6 وء4V6AB k_ﺕ
.رAH6 اª^  دون:G B
ل9k_6 اd] AرهAkس أو إﺝA?G ة9D ²ی9_ ﺕ6 إª6ف ﻡ\ ذ4V ﺕjح وهf6ام ا4:v ا6 إFuاcv إd_:{ا
ن9z ﺕFuاcvوط إcWB سA?G dkD  ^¬ذا،c¸ اkD _H:\ یF^4V6 أي اFuاcv إaV و ی.CFdFuاcviوط اcW6AB
د95 ی:G §:?V ﻡjdFuاcvi اF>6 اBA:F^ ل9k_6م ا4] d] تc[ وإذا أ،زA>{¬B دتA] 4D راكAB ^AHﺝ
 أنaV?6 ا..Cیcz56ﺕ§ اcFv yﺝ9?B راكAB yH یA? آCیcB "وز4{Aﻡ9 "آCFd?] z ﺵd] 96 و،س9?dز ﻡA>{¬B
.داتAF_6 CHﺝA{ تA_:]ت واAF:Tر ا9B د95ﺕ
C{Ak>6 اAVBcG  أنj5ا یIV^ ،اری96ق اf8 إd] سA?G ى46 رة4_6ار اc?:v اaT رFuاcv إYD9إذا ﺕ
.dW^
لA:_6AB ª6 ذAVFd] ضc^  إ إذا،زA>{دة دون أ956ل واA:_6 اD وCF6AH6 اCFdFuاcvi" اAzویc:d6" \z?\  یz6و
.AهcFEB  أوcuA6وا
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..CFuA_:{ت اAGAF: إ{=ات واﺝz ﺵd] 96ن و9d4F^ CیcB CFd?]  دونmf]\ أF^4V6 ا4G_ أH: یa6 وإذا
،F_H:6 اV6 اcﻡxAB F6 اI وه،jd] رAFV{ل واA_:] أو اjd] مf:v اz ﺵd] رA:{ر ا9[ ون4یcی
.جcG b وj^ ن9{9zF^ ر96 اmI ﺕت هa6 وإذا
،Fuاcvi cFB cWk  یa6ع ا9{ب وcH6 اC]Ab ^¬ن و،AFdFuاcv إ5b وj:6اف ا4هx ]\ اc±6 ا²EB
رةA 9 ا¸ن ه:G =>{ أA وﻡ.بcH6 اmI ﻡ\ هAv9?d ﻡA^4 هFuاcv_ إH\ ﺕ6 و،cV6 اD9ء  یA?6 ا4d>^
.AFBc] "ال4:]ر ا9H"ﻡ
:_« ﺕ:z ﻡjG d] _d ﺕCdkD  وأي،9>6 ﻡ\ اVv ف4V6\ اz6 ،Aoدع أیc6 اCkFدة هA5:v اj^ Fuاcv إyTcﺕ
. §:kF هF أي ﺝAVF^ 4F5: و ی،C69B AVF^ F6 ،C{Akب ﺝcH6» واF|?\ ر6 ا..cﻡ4وﺕ
،اتId6 اع4  إ9 هAء ﻡAه46 واcz?6 اd] راكAB د9Vیi CFdFuاcviم اf]i اuAv§ وdFzي ﺕI6ی ا4?6 ا:Gو
\] CFdFuاcvi اH6 اk: وآB ،=ةT 4b Cیcz] CFd?] \W6 45: ﺕFuاcv أن إad5 یF?>6ن اA آ4_^
AVWFف ﺝ9Y[ j^ y ﺕهC6AG \] \d5?؟ ه ﺕd] 96 :G =ةT 5Yذا ﺕA\ ﻡz6 و.مAل أیf CدﻡAD CFd?]
F6 cFk\ آF¼ ﺝaF ]\ ﻡ،cF_^ jG \] ث4H:{ \H{ رات؟A?6 اj^ AVاﺕcuA8 Cی9>6 اAVاﺕ9D m9? أم ﺕ،ارc>6ا
.½ﺝf ﻡ:G §F^
j^ cF وﺕ=ﻡFk ﺕCD9 ﺝ6ل إ9H: ﺕj:6 اAVY{ jراك هAB ءAه46 ی4?6 اFz ﺕj:6 اCFdFuاcviم اf]i اuAvو
،سB f^ >{ وauاc ﺝyz إذا ارﺕA أﻡ.اف4هx اF_H ﺕj^ W^ ول ^_ إذا7?6 اd] yd_ ﺕa ﺙ،بcG  آCای4B
jdFuاcviم اf]i اyd_ و ی.W^ 6ح إA>6ل ا9H: یFHB \FFdFuاcvi ﻡ\ اcF|z6 وأ ی_ ا،WY أ یaV?6ا
د4] ..C5Yﺕcد ﻡ9>6AB cuA6{ اA أو إذا آ،AV^ا4 أهF_H ﺕj^ بcH6 اdW^  إ إذاABcG \W ﺕCﻡ9zG d]
.ء7 هaV\  یFFFdY6 ﻡ\ اAیAHo6ا
رة أوAب ﺵcH6 اck:5  یaDA{ ybAT 9V^ ،رات9:6ق اA^ و،A5یcv بcH6 اd] jBc56 اjk5W6 ا5Y6ء رد اAﺝ
\ ﻡcFkت ﺝ=ء آA{¬داB §B  یA? آ.\FF{4?6 ا4b C?یc ﺝAهck:5 یB ،C_BAv ABوcG ck:] اA? آCFdFuاcv إC69B
.78ا9:6 اC69_ ﻡd] c وی،بcH6 اmIV6 jBc56 اj?vc6م اA±6ا
رA:{ اd] ءAk6 اj^ CkTا ]\ رcFk5?\ ﺕo:ى ﺕc أCFd] f? ﺝCFd56 اCFBc56ت اA{داi ا²5B yGA[ 4_6
| وﻡ،jdFuاcvر إA:{AB افc:]AB §H:^ \ أو ره،^ رck5 ﻡ:Y6 CFdFuاcviوط اcW6ل ا9kD | ﻡ،jdFuاcvإ
4FG9ورة ﺕcb بcHd6 ضc5: ﻡ\ یAV ﻡ°::vا" إذا اcF" بcH6 اmIن ه9zن ﺕB م9VY?6 اcFT jd56 اj?:6ا
CوﻡA_ ﻡj^ AV6 ضc5:ف ﻡ ﻡ\ ی9Y6 ا4FG9ب ﺕcHd6 ضc5:ي  یI6 ا²5k6 ا°::ذا  یA?6 و..ف9Y6ا
ى4:5?6 اAV ﻡ°:: أن یy> یA?6م؟! وf:v اj^ ف9Y6 ا4FG9ج ﺕA::vن ا9z أن یy>ذا یA?6 !ي؟4:5?6ا
!؟A¼F§ ﺵ5 یa6 يI6ي ا4:5?6ا اI ﻡ هCی9:6 اd] jk ﻡ\ یF6§ وFd]
45B Fuاcv§ إbcY\ أن ﺕz? یA ^¬ن آ ﻡ،aVuAYdG مfG أD4[ی\ وc?5:?6ی\ ا4:5?6ت اAF? ﺕD4[ 96 :G
.c¾?5\ أن یz?  یª6I6 و،CF]cWB ±Hب  یcH6 اmIه
ى إزاء9_6ازی\ ا9?B ل9k_6 اCFﺕA?TاcBرع وAW6 اCF5D واd] AVYD9 ﻡv أj:6ى ا9_6 ا²5k^ ،z56ABو
،jbA?6 ا5Y6 اCEFB AV:F]cت ﺵ4_^ :ل9D أ..jdFuاcvi_ ا6 اµ j^ AV:F]cت ﺵ4_^ _6 ا4هAWﻡ
.CF]cW6 اmI ه4_Y:v F6و
،"تA89:?d6 \ﻡx اcF^9ة "ﺕA??6 واFuاcv إj^ Y6ة اcF_6ت اABAH6ى أن ا9_6 اmIرك ه4 أن ﺕj_Bو
ة9D \ ﻡAV6 CF>Fاﺕc:v وإCF? أهc| أآj ه،"Cودی4H6ى اc_6ن أﻡ\ اA?b"  أو،"CF6A?W6 اA{ود4G \أو "أﻡ
تABA:{ اj^ 4]A_ ﻡC5oB yz6 CFBA:{ة ا4 ﻡ=ایF6 mI وأن ه..AFBc] ال4:] اcz5 ی? ﻡA ﻡCF]cوﺵ
.Fz6ا
\ ﻡFFFdY6 دم اd] ?56=ب اG AV^Ab أj:6 ا4]A_?6 أن اC5DAY6 اCFkuاcE6 اCﻡ=یc6ب اAB \ ﻡ:C±Gf(ﻡ
\ون ﻡ4FY:?6ب اc56A^ ،ا46ن ﻡ\ اAFBc] AVdEW ی،تA]f:v اyﺝ9?B وان456 ا45B fFdD §:Fk5د ﺵAازدی
).نAz آ ﻡj^ دون9ﺝ9ال ﻡ4:] اcz5?6 \F?:?6وان ﻡ\ ا456ا
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بAH6 اF6 §z6 و،k6AB بcH6 ﺵ\ ا4] A?دیA? وآ56ت وزراء اABAG j^  واردCF{A?6ck6 ا4]A_?6ب اAG
ة9D و.AVF? ویAرهA یCFdFuاcvi اCFvAF6ى ا9_6§ اFd] ?> ﺕjdFuاcv إjﻡ9D \ أﻡC6 ﻡmI ه..jvAvxا
".ال4:]ى ا9D"  ﻡaهAY:6 اkD وCی9:6 اkD Fuاcv إj^ jي یﺕcz56ي ا4ی4H6ار ا4>6دع واc6ا
§vAv أd] Fuاcv إd: ﺕjﻡ9D عA? إﺝD9 ﻡ9 هB ،²5k6 ا4_:5 یA? آjdFuاcvi\ اF?F6 اD9 ﻡF6 اIوه
ل9G a_ ﺕA? آ،AVﻡ4] \§ ﻡdµ j^ CF?FdDiزت اA:6 ا²5B اءcورة إﺝcb ل9G a_ وﺕ،(§Fd] F6)و
.CFvAF6 اCی9:6 اCF5Dوا

78ا9:6ب اc] oY=ة ﺕT2)
ان9] ريAk6 ا4k]/ ad_B

2008 مA56ول ﻡ\ اxن ا9{Aی\ ﻡ\ آcW56 واvA:6 ا/ jBc56س ا4_6ا
،CآAّ:Y6 اAVاری9B =ةT عAD ءABل اA[ اوF_ ﺕ6 اCFzیc ـ اﻡCFdFuاcv اCFBcH6ات اcuA6ا[ ا9:v
 ان4آ7?6 اc\ اﻡz6 و،9>6ات ﻡ\ اcuA6 ]>=ت ]§ اAز ﻡA>{ C6وAH ﻡj^ ود4H6ت اABAB46 اaH:_ ﺕA?Bور
.سAY{ ﻡ\ اAVF^ _k ﺕA« ﻡYd وﺕz::v مf:v اC^A_ وأن ﺙ،سcz::v CوﻡA_?6ة اcهAµ
لAz اﺵC^A ﻡ\ آ،ات45?6 واCHdvث ا4GB Cd^AG Cیcz] C{Avc ﺕd] Bc:? ﺕ±] CF?FdD اC6 دوFuاcvا
aVاﺕcاﻡ7 ]\ ﻡªFهA{ ،AVF6\ اFBc_?6ب اcDر ﻡ\ اAH6اﺝ§ ا9 ﺕCdﺕA_ ﻡCﻡ7 ﻡC]9?> ﻡAV? و،اع9{وا
j:6 اCFbA?6 اAﻡA] \یcW56وب اcG ء انc?6 ی?¼\ اA\ ﻡz6 و،C¼^Az:ن ﻡ9z\ ان ﺕz?  یCآc5?6A^ ،aV¼8ا9وﺕ
j:6 اCFvAF6اف ا4 اهF_H:6 C{A?b F6 يcz56 اaH6 ان ا:kری اﺙA:6 اc ﻡd] a±] اC6و46 اAV:bA
.AVdء ﻡ\ اﺝAﺝ
تc ودﻡ،مAت او ایA]Av j^ نA:{AE^ اj^ 'نAk6A8' مA±B GA8 وا،ودة45 ﻡFBAv ا45B اقc56 اd:G اAzیcاﻡ
kv 45B نAk6A8 ت ﻡAbوAY?6ي ا4>: ﺕj هA وه،'ة4]A_6 'اaF±:6 CF:H:6 اk6 ﻡ\ اC¼?6 اj^ \F5 ﻡ\ ﺕc|اآ
 ايj^ Cd6درة اAEض ﻡc5 ویd6 اv9: ی،ل9BA آj^ AVd رﺝ،زايc آ4F?G 9 هA وه،لf:Gات ﻡ\ ا9v
.§ﻡ9 §dk_ یC±H6
ریA:6 ﻡ\ اad5:  ﺕAV{ ا9 وه،jvAv واFB رقA^  ﻡ،CFzیc اﻡAV:bAG \ ﻡAG o^ن ا9z\ ﺕ6 Fuاcvا
CH^A وﻡ،AV5وض ﻡAY:d6 ةcTA[ تcb وا،CFFdY6 اcیcH:6 اC?± ﻡCآ9 ﺵc آj^ dW^ 4_^ ،§vودرو
.تA^c] cvA ی4FVW6 اAV?F]ز
ة4F?6 ا6 اFuاcvّت اc ﺝ4D ن9z ﺕA?B ر،سAk] د9?H ﻡ4F6 اF[9 ﺕyG ،'CF|k56 'اCوﻡA_?6اری ا9[
ءAFG اj^ ?56ا اIل هf \ ﻡH>{ 4_^ ،=ةT عAD d] وان45d6 AV5^ ودA=ازهY:vAB ،AVریA ﺕj^ cا
فc±6ا اI هj^ بcE6 اj^ AVuAYdG اج آcــــG وا،§:?±{\ اFB§ وFB bز واc^ اث4G وإ،jBc56رع اAW6ا
رAV وی،Cdی4B ?±] ى9D زck وﺕ،CFzیcة اﻡ9_6 ﺕ^ اFG ،AVB c? یj:6 اCF6A_:{ اCdGc?6 اmI وه،y56ا
.j6A?vأc6م اA±6ا
تAآcG مA اﻡAFdﺝ=ة آA] _ ﺕAVz6 و،C?±{B F وﺕ،CFﻡA±{ Aﺵ9F=م ﺝV ان ﺕF:? ﺕ±56 اCیcz56ى ا9_6ا
\ ﻡaV5 ﻡA?{ وا،AVuا4] اC? ه=یF6 ،تAآcH6 اmI اي ه،AV:F>Fاﺕc:v ان ا9 وهFB yk6 ،CوﻡA_?6ا
.CF6A وﻡCیcWB ،Cی9=اف دﻡ:vوب اcG j^ aVDاcT وا،AFvAFv رA:{ا
لABء ا7\ هz6 و،زيA6 اjdFuاcvوان ا456ا اIV6 CFHb =ةT عAD j^ ا9_v \یI6اء ا4VWd6 a6:{ وv{
mI هCزیA{ ى4 ﻡa6A5d6 واcVµ وا،AV5\ ﻡF¼8ا9:?6ب اc56ء اA?]=6ا ا9Ho^ A?d| ﻡ،Fuاcvا ا9Ho^ ءA^cW6ا
.C[A \FFBcE6 اAVuAYdG d] AFDf واAF اﻡA¼k] Hk[ اF وآ،C6و46ا
C_?6 اj^ AVﺙ4G اj:6ات اcFE:?6\ اz6 و،FBAv ا:G م اوA ای45B ،Aم ﻡ9 یj^ jV:Fv =ةT عAD d] وان456ا
Cd6 اj^ AVFd] ن9اهc?6 وا،_v CF?d6 اCFd?56A^ ،د9_56 c?::v ،mcvB a6A56 اA?B ور،CFBc56ا
CFBc56ب ا95W6اع ا4 CdGc وﻡ،§ریA ﺕj^ اجcG اckض آc5 ﺕjBc56ال ا4:] وا،Aoا ای9_v CFFdY6ا
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7?6ABﺕ?cات واc:6یAHت ا{.V:
ا{AHب اcvاAV{ j^ a:Fv jdFuی CاA?6ف ،و9zFv §z6ن ا{AHب ا=V?6وﻡ ،\Fوا 4F6ﻡ9?Hد ]Akس \6
ی95د اAD 6ع =Tة ،وان ]Aد ^ cVµ d5د CBABاcvا ،CFdFuو] dﺝ|Aﻡ \Fا4VW6اء ،و \6 ª6I6ی> 4ﻡ\ ی_§^4
=6ABه9ر ]98 dل ﺵAرع [fح ا46ی\ ،وا{? ²Fk6AB Aا 4vAY6ور A?Bﻡ Aه 9اآ|.c
[?9د اه =Tة وﺕAFHoﺕ aVای_ A±ا cF?o6ا jBc56ا ،yFE?6و A|BدﻡAء اcz6اﻡ j^ Cﺵcای \Fاxﻡ Cا،CkF:?6
و]َcوا ﻡ\ یcی4ون {_ اcvا Fuﻡ\  C{Aا]4اء ا C{A 6ا[AD4ء ،وا95:6ی ] aVFd:6 AVFdﻡ\ وهa
ا c6ایcا{ jا9]=?6م.
أه =Tة  یcی4ون اAD46تx ،ن ﻡ\ ی_Aﺕ { \] CBAFاxﻡ Cوا4F_56ة  ی? \zان ی9:ل آcة  =kاو  CYGﻡ\
ا ،CH6او ] §6AY8x yFdG Ckdا mIV^ ، ]9>6اAD46ت آ {Aﺝ=uAة اﺙAء اAH6ر ،و kDا456وان ،اﻡ Aا¸ن
^A] jVر ] dﻡ_4ﻡ ،AVFو C]4ﻡ cV:d6 C^9Wzﻡ\ ذ{9ب اc{ \] ]A_:6ة ا9d±?6ﻡ \FاA>?6ه4ی\.
ه mIا C?±{xا j:6ﺕ j]4ا =>56و CdDا ،CdFH6ا{ C?±آAذ \?^ ،CBی? ªdﺝ9Fﺵً Aا{ AVFd] Yﻡ¼Aت اAFd?6رات ﻡ\
ا46ورات  ،ی? \zان ی9zن ]Aﺝ=اً ،وﻡ\ ی? AًY{ ªdوار[4ة  C?bی v9:ا §F6اcE6ب 4:vاﻡ j^ AVا{_Aذ
اA:Dداﺕ§ اAV?6رة  ی? \zان ی9zن ]Aﺝ=اً B ،ه 9ﻡ9:ا ½8ﻡ آ اهA{Aت و]?AFdت اذل ا j:6ﺕc5:ض AV6
ه mIاxﻡ d] Cای4ي اcvا \FFdFuواﻡcی.\FFz
 :Gدول اcE?6ب اcF_^ ،jBc56ه Aو ،AVFTﺕ? ªdاوراق 9Dة ﺕ F:ﻡ\  AV6fﺕcآ Fاورو ABاذا ارادت.
^=>6Aاcuه jا4k6ی اc:vاﺕAEd6 j>Fز اc6و ،jvوا Y6ا jkFd6ه 9اcDxب ا 6اورو ABواxﺝ9د {.CF]9
ی jYzان ﺕ D9ه mIا46ول ﺕA5و{ AVاxﻡ jﻡ ا9zH6ﻡAت اورو ،CFBاو ﺕ \] D9:ﻡ اAV?6ﺝcی\ ا^Aر CDﻡ\
ا{fق ﻡ\ ﺵ9اAB AV¼8ﺕ> mAاورو ،ABوان ﺕ_9ل  mIV6ا9zH6ﻡAت اورو ،CFBا j:6ﺕ j5اcvا FuاﻡAF:زات ا46ول
ا]Aoء ^ jاﺕAHد اورو jBا{ \6 AVﺕ j^ c?:اA5:6ون ^ jه mIاAYd?6ت  A?6A8ا{ AVﺕAHز 45d6وان اcvاjdFu
وﺕ9:ا 8ﻡ.§5
زﻡ\ اA{AFk6ت ا{ ، V:وزﻡ\ ﻡ7ﺕ?cات ]?cو ﻡ v9اIH:6یcی Cو 6ا cFT 6رﺝ ،C5ا D96اc6اه\ ه 9وD
ا ?56ا4>6ي ،و FB F6اfz6م ا C±Hd^ ،»Fc6ا C_F_H6ﺕ dا¸ن ﻡ\ ا46ﻡAء ا=6آ CFاA6هcة 4VW6اء =Tة.
اcvا Fuﺕ?Aرس ارهAب ،و j^ AVz6ا §Y{ D96ﺕ_4م اآ4 ckﻡcH6 CآAت اA_?6وﻡ Cاfvﻡ ،CFوا4W:?6دة
ﻡ d] AVوﺝ§ ا96ص .و  4Bان ا FW6اAvﻡ \B Cدن و §YFdGاxوﺙ ا c?] f?6یcYآAن ای4یAً Gc^ A?V
وه? AیcیAن آ Fﺕ ½^AzاcvاAYdG Fuءه Aاc56ب ،وﺕA>:وب ﻡ ﻡAkدرﺕfd6 aVم ،واxه aﻡ\ ذ ª6آ Fﺕ½^Az
ﺵcی AVzا.jFdY6

AT (3ء ]=>?6 jBcرة =Tة
] 4kاAk6ري ]9ان
ا4_6س ا /jBc56ا j{A|6ﻡ\ آ9{Aن ا j{A|6ﻡ\ اA56م 2009
^ Wوزراء اA6رﺝ CFاc56ب ^ jاﺝ aV]A?:ا j^ cFxاA_6هcة ABﺕAذ اي ﻡ4:d6 D9ي 45d6وان اcvاjdFu
اAD d] c?:?6ع =Tة ی7آ 4اc±6ی Cا j:6ﺕ_9ل Bن هIا ا456وان ﺝAء { C>F:ﺕ FوﻡAkرآ Cﻡ دول ]CFBc
{I^Aة ،و C[Aﻡ cوا Czd??6ا CFBc56ا956دی .Cوه? Aا46وA:6ن اA:d6ن ]Aر9_B A:bة ]_ 4ﻡ7ﺕ?A8 C?D cرئ
 Hk6اxوAbع ^AD jع =Tة ،ﻡI5:رﺕA_{AB \Fم ا.jFdY6
هIا اﺝA?:ع آAن A{ C[c^ CBA|?Bدرة  jd|??6اA±6م ا j?vc6اcB jBc56اء ذﻡ aV:ﻡ\ ﺕ C?Vا9:6ا 78ﻡ
ا456وان ،و aVz6أآ4وا ا B ،C?V:6وﺕcAYوا  ،AVBوأ]9dا اc?:vار ^A] ،AVFء اcuA6ات واABAB46ت
اcvا CFdFuﻡ AﺕA:Hﺝ§ ﻡ\ و ،DوATء ] ،jBcآ?Aل ﻡ j^ AV:?VإABدة أآ4] ckد ﻡ? \zﻡ\ أABء ADع =Tة.
ا456وان اcvا jdFuد ی9ﻡ§ اA6دس ،واcuA6ات اcvا CFdFuﻡ\ آ ا9{xاع واA>Gxم ﺕ9ا[ اA_6ء AV??G
] dا \FF{4?6وﻡAز ،aV6و \z6ه mIا¸ C6اcz56ی CاAk>6رة ^ j^ dWو Dاf8ق ا96اری B ،زادت ﻡ\
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. jdFuاcv? ا56 ا6ﺕ ﺕ إAB و،Aاده4]أ
|ى ﻡck آCFdFuاcvن ا4 ﻡkv j^ ةAFH6 اW ﺕHk[ال' ا4:]ب اc]' j]4 یA? آ،'CF|k56اری 'ا96 اmIه
يI6 اjdFuاcv\ ا89:?6ا اIV^ ،½ﺝf?6 ا6 إjdFuاcvن ا9Fd ﻡ6ا9HB ^4 وﺕ،k6 اc¼Bن وf_]ود و4vأ
 ا¸نc5Wت یAB ،C¼? ﻡCاء ﻡ9 أﺝµ j^ CFFdY6رض اx اCDcB عA:?:vf6 a6A56ء اAH{ اd:ء ﻡ\ ﻡAﺝ
لf \ ﻡ6وx{ اA آFG ،\FﻡA] ن9oT j^ CF{A|6ة اc?d6 ،ًAF>ری4 ﺕck:ار ﺕc_:vﻡ\ واx اj^ §ﻡfGان ا
\ ﻡc¸ اW6اری ا9[ j هA وه،CF6A?W6 ا8A?6 اd] c?6A آV{ ﺕA آj:6=ب ا' اG' اری9[
.ب9>6 اj^ CFz6ﺕ§ اA5?>{§ وﺕ4ب ﻡco' ﺕCF6 'اCFﻡfv اCوﻡA_?6ا
تABAB46ء اA] ،مAة أی456 jBcE6 اa6A56 [? ا2006 مA] نAk6 ب9 ﺝd] jdFuاcvوان ا456ء اAأﺙ
'ال4:]ب اc]' §5 ﻡ8ا9 وﺕ،CFﻡfv اCوﻡA_?6ع اf:D اj^ AV:?Vل ﻡA? آAV:[c^ CFdFuاcvات اcuA6وا
F6 وAه9dّ?G و،CوﻡA_?6 ]\ اaVY{B  و{وا،ªFﺵ96 اjdFuاcvر اA:{AB لAY:Gf6 وا45:vی\ اI6ا
j هAV^ ،Dx اd] jBوروx ا4F56 اd] cFE ﺕD9?6 ا¸ن ا.بcH6 اmI هCF6و7 ﻡ،\ی4:5?6\ اFFdFuاcvا
§رآ4  ﺕAرك ﻡ4 ﺕAV{x ،رA6ق اf8 czk ﻡD96 دراتAk?B م4_:6ءات واA_6 4_5B رعA ﺕCFBوروxول ا46ا
6دي إ7Fv B ،'سA?G' d] ءAo_6 اj^ §^ا4_ اهH\ ی6 ،§_BAv | ﻡ،وان456ا اI ان هCFBc56ت اAﻡA]=6ا
. jBc56 واjFdY6\ اFY6 اj^ ،'\F64:5?6ف' اA5b واA=ی=ه5 أي ﺕ،ًAﻡA? ﺕCFz] °uA:{
'''
| ﻡ،CF{4اف ﻡ4 أهcFﻡ4ء وﺕAیcBx ا:D j^ Cیcz56 اCDA?H6 اmIار هc?:vون ان اc5Wأوا ی4B ن9FBوروxدة اA_6ا
aV6 دوd] ًاcF Aً Fًا أﻡ4ی4V ﺕzWت یAB A?B ر،aFd5:6ل وا456 اj ووزارﺕjFdY6 اj5یcW:6 اd>?6ا
اقc56 اj^ C?o6 اCیcWk6 اcuA6{ اA ^¬ذا آ.راتAD تAHرات وﻡA ﻡ\ ﻡCی9FH6 اAV_^اc وﻡAVF8ا9وﻡ
 ^¬ن،مA5B AVdkD 4ری4 وﻡ،2005 مA] F[ ن46 راتAD اتcF>Y:6 cﺵAk?6^= اAH6 اjzیcﻡxل اf:Gء اAأﺙ
4 اﺵAV5Dن و9z ی4D ءf اﺵ6 اCoE6 اaدهA اﺝCFdFuاcvاری ا96 ا69G \یI6اء ا4VW6=ة اT لAY8ر أ9[
'ة4]A_6 'اaF±:6 CFGA6 واC?uA6 اAیf6 اFG ،CFBرة اوروA_6 اj^ \FkbAE6\ اFFﻡfvدی\ ا4W:?6 اd]
.Cی9دًا ودﻡ4W ﺕc|ى اآcت اA?F±=وغ ﺕB 4VW{ A?B ور،(jﻡfvب اcE?6 )اAF_یc^ل اA? ﺵj^ §]c^و
ة4F6 اH ان ﺕBA_ ﻡAً±هAB Aً?^ ﺙ4 ﺕ4D AV{ ،m4b ف9D96AB وان456ا اI ]\ هAVYB  ان ﺕىy> یABاورو
j^ j^Ab ا45_ ﻡd] jdFuاcvع اA^46 اcراك وزیAB د9V او ایCFdFuاcv اCFرﺝA6ة اc وزیjYF6 jkFﺕ
a6A56د ا9_ ﺕ4D \FFdFuاcv\ اFFvAF6 ا²5B ى46 C5Wk6 اCFvAF6 اCF{A{A^ .(Fz6 )اjdFuاcvن اA?6ck6ا
.بA واره56ار واc_:vم ا4] \ة ﻡc CdGc ﻡ6 ^_ اvوxق اcW6 اC_ ﻡF6 و،mcvB
،v9:?6 ﻡ\ اc¸½ ا8AW6 اd] yoE6 ﻡ\ اAً{AآcB كAًا ان ه4Fوا ﺝcآI: ان یy>ن ی9FBن اورو96و7?6ا
دAH ﻡ اﺕC{وA5:?6' اC64:5?6ت 'اAﻡ9zH6 اd] AًEb zWﺕ ﺕAB ،ة4ﺵAG اتcهA± ﻡj^ §Y{ \] cّk]
وبA>ر ﺕ9:{  انAFd] و.CF]cW6 اcFT Cیc6ة اc>V6 وﻡ ا،'بA 'ارهCVاﺝ9?6 §ﺕA ﻡj^ jBاورو
\یI هj^ CFB اوروAVاﺕcF±{  ﻡj اﻡAV_F ﺕDل و9_{  و،»Fd_ وﺕCFk5W6ط ا9Eo6ت ﻡ اAﻡ9zH6 اmIه
؟jBﻡ\ اوروx اd] ª6ت ذAvAz5{ن ا9z:v F وآ،\FYd?6ا
yF6Av ا6ًا ا4: ﻡF6 و،CFBc] Eb وراقB Aًﻡ9]4ن ﻡ9z ان یCیc ﺵ،ب9d ﻡc أﻡjvAﻡ9dB46ك اcH:6ا
CF6A ﻡAً^وcµ F5 یFG ،ةc?6 اmIب هc56 ا6 اCﺝAHB 9ب هcE6A^ .CF6A>درات ارﺕAk?6 وا،اء4>:vا
.?=ري6 اb96ا اI ﻡ\ هaVاﺝc إj^ C?هA?6 اF: ﺕCdFdD \ دولFB \ ﻡaب هc56 وا،Ck5[ CدیA:Dوا
مA±{ \§ ﻡd ان ﺕAzیc اراد ﻡ\ اﻡ4_^ ،AVdH6 \یc¸ ا6ﺕ§ اAّر ازﻡ4 ا{§ یj?vc6 اjBc56م اA±6 اCdzWﻡ
^46 =هA ﺝ9 وه،=ةT j^ CFﻡfv اCوﻡA_?6§ ﻡ\ اd ان ﺕFuاcv ا¸ن ﻡ\ ا4یc وی،\FG ام4[ azG
A?B ورAB واوروAzیcء ﻡ اﻡAﻡc آa هaz^ .Aًo ایCF^c?6 ا4uا9Y6 ﻡ ا،C^Ao?6 اCﻡ46 اC?FD  ﻡ،C^A آF6Az:6ا
.Ao ایFuاcvﻡ ا
'''
ث4GB وCFdFuاcvرات اAE6A^ .Aًk وﺝCGAD ووC]AWB وان456اع ا9{ اc| اآ9=ة هT d] jdFuاcvوان ا456ا
j^ 4v اd] رA6ن اA{ اdا ان ی9dF ﺕ.رAH6ن اAkoD d 'ن9> 'ﻡy5 ﺵd] AV??HB j_dات ﺕcuA6ا
ةcz6ون ا4F5 یaهA وه،jDاc56 اy5W6AB ª6ا ذ9d5^ ً؟fF:D §دیc ان ی45B c6م او اA_:{ اj]4 یa ﺙcFE[ »YD
دةADب وc56ء اA?]=6 ان ی? ا.AVY{ C^A_|6 وا،aVY{ات اc>6 واAVY{ Cvر4?6 اAV{ ا.=ةT عAD ﻡ
jBcE6 اa6A56\ ان ی? اz6 ،aVB95? ﺵD و،6I:6ان وا9V6ا ا9س ادﻡA{ ﻡ\ اD9: ﻡcا اﻡIV^ ،aVﺵ9Fﺝ
ال98 AFd] «]96 اj_d ویcbAH یµ يI6 ا9 وه،=ةT عAD j^ زرA>?6 اmI هd] 'coH:?6' اj8اc_?ی46ا
ا9ن ﺵ9FBcE6دة اA_6A^ ،FیA_?6 اzB yF5 ﻡcا اﻡIV^ ،CFDf اaF_6 وا،نA{ق ا9_G ل9G CFbA?6د ا9_56ا
مA±B CGA8f6 4:d6 mcvB a6A56ا ا9k6A8 و،mدfB j^ اcF69z6ر اAW:{ اykB jBAT9م ﻡA±{ 4b Cvc ﺵCd?G
a§ وهY{ D9?6ون اI:ذا  یA?d^ .m4dk6 aرهAG C>F:{ 9ا هIا هcF69z6ء اABًا ان و4Fن ﺝ9?d5 یa وه،§?zG
؟Aه95{A[ aات هcuA8اری و9B دونAk\ یFFFdY6ل اAY8ون اcی
\د{ ﻡx ا4H6ام ا4:v وا،ي9>6 اAVGfv ck] ،مA أیC:v j^ CFBc] ث دولfش ﺙ9F ﺝd] تc:{ اFuاcvا
CوﻡA_?6ت اAآcG  ﻡAVBcG aH\ ی6 ي9>6_ ا6ن اB ف ا¸نc:5 ﺕj هA وه.1967 مA] C? ه=یj^ روع46ا
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Aایcv م اوA_6ات ا9D \ًا ﻡ4Gًا وا4هA> ﻡ:_ ﺕa6 j:6ء واAیcBx اd] AVW ﺕj:6وی اc:6رات اAT aT ر،=ةT j^
6>ت ا6 و،'=ب اG' CBc> ﻡ\ ﺕAً5F? ﺝyuA:z6 اmI? هd5 ﺕ4_^. Dx اyuA: او آCFk5W6ن اA>d6س او ا4_6ا
.CF_F_H6ب اcHd6 رًاA±:{ اAVDAY{B j?:Hارض ﺕ
،jbA?6 اj^ لAH6§ اFd] نA آA?d| ﻡ،§:FD4kB AًG9dارع ﻡ9W6 اj^ ًا4Gًا وا4هA> ﻡAﺕ4هAWم ﻡ4] cY یAا ﻡIوه
.4_:5{ اIz او ه،c?>6 ﻡ\ اcّ G أd] يck6م ا9>V6ون اc±: یaV^
م4_: ان ﺕ: ﺕa6 CFdFuاcvت اABAB46 ان ا9§ ه69D \z? یA\ ﻡz6 و،CیcB CVاﺝ9 اي ﻡ°uA:B k:{  انF:{ 
.1982 مA] F[ حAF:ء اﺝAوت اﺙcFB j^ CFBcE6 اC_?6اب ا9B ا6 اd[ وAﻡ4] رA: اﻡC5oB
،\F ﺝaF ﻡj^ AVdkD و،2006 مA] F[ حAF:ء اﺝAث اﺙ4G §Y{ ءjW6 وا،ًAﻡ9\ یF{A? ﺙCوﻡA_?6ت اc?:vوا
.Aً ی4 وﺝAً BAb 26 تc و،§?H:_:6 مAة ایcW56 CFdFuاcvت اABAB46ﺝ اA:G اFG
***
jz6 CHﺵc ﻡ،ة4ی4د ﺝ9?[ >=ة5م ﻡAن اﻡ9{9z ی4D =ةT j^ aVbc] وaVdن ]\ اه95^ا4?6 اCوﻡA_?6ل اAرﺝ
\' ﻡC]9ko?6 و'ا،C¼8ا9:?6 اCFBc56ت اAﻡ9zH6ات ا9D ت ﻡAVاﺝ9?6ات واcهA±?6AB jBc56رع اAW6 ا5Wﺕ
.Azیc واﻡFuاcvا
9H? وی،AV و]=ّﺕAV:اﻡc آAVF6 ا4F5ي یI6 اcFFE:6ث ا4Hُ ﺕ4D j:6ارة اcW6ان اc±: ﺕCFﻡfv واCFBc56ن اA:ﻡxA^
.ی4H6 اAVریA ﻡ\ ﺕau=اV6ر اA]
d] عf8ن واA¼?8f6 CFbA?6 اC:6م اAیxى ا4 ﻡd] =ةT j^ j:ﻡ9?] ءAB وأjﺕA_F_ وﺵjuA_ﺵB dإﺕ
juA_ اﺵ4Gا. yG  و،زAT م وA58 ء وABcV و آ،ءA ﻡf^ ،C?67رة ﻡ96 ا...=م56اد ا4?:v وا،عAbوxا
mIت هAGAW6ت اA¼ت؟ وای\ ﻡAFuAoY6 اck] AV6AvرAB ونcAY: یj:6 اCFBc56ات ا4]A?6ن اA8 ای\ ا:ءلAﺕ
ر9BA8 j^ ،j_F_W6 ل9_6 وا،YD وو،ق96 اj^ 4G\ واFH8 F آ4ﺝ9ود؟  ی4H6ت اck] AV{ا إ96AD j:6ا
.ت4Y{ CF?z6ا ان ا96AD uAk6 ا6 اd[ وAﻡ4]\ وF:]Av ة4?6 =k6ا
جA و زﺝ،ءABcVz6ع اA_{ و ا،§اﻡ45{م او اA56 {_» اF6 AVVاﺝ9 یj:6 اck اآCdzW?6ل ان اAD j6 a] \Bا
،aVﺕ9FB Y{ \ ﻡ ﻡC{رA_?6AB ران4§ ﺝ6  زالA ﻡDx اd5^ ،رسA_6د اck6 وا،راتAE6 اykB cﻡ4?6 اFk6ا
cFE ﺕj وهCYF?6 اAVاﺕ9[ واCFdFuاcvات اcuA6\ ﻡ\ اFB9]c?6§ ا6AY8ﻡ ﻡ اA5:6 اCFYF آj^ CdzW?6 اA?{وا
6ن ا969H:Fv ،دةAVW6 اaV6 y:z ﺕa6ة وAFH6 ا4FD d] ن9_kFv \یI6ء ا7V^ .AVاری9[ d وﺕAV^ا4 اهd]
.C ﻡ=ﻡCFY{ اضcﻡB \FBA وﻡAًی4\ ﺝFDA5ﻡ
aV]AD \] Aً]A^ دCFHo:d6 aاده45:v وا،CوﻡA_?d6 aرهA:{ ا9 ه،aVB d ﻡ\ اﺕF?§ ﺝFd] ? اﺝAﻡ
.4Gx م96 ا اي9Vﺝ9 یa6 و،CFBc56ش ا9F>6ة ]\ اc?6 اmIا ه96 یa6 aV{ ا،c|ي اآc±{ Y6 A وﻡ.ف4V:?6ا
.cuAE6 ]\ اckzB ن95^c: یaV{x A?B ر،بA:56 اaVFd] B اaVY{ ن ]=ةx A?B ور،ا9¼ یaV{x A?Bر
A:اﻡc وآAbc] \] Aً]A^\ دFYDت وا9?{ a] A 'ی،j\ اBل اAY8 ا4G اAV6AD ،j{ أذj^ ددc: ﺕdµ ة4Gرة واAk]
 ﻡ\ آÇdBرة أAk] AV{ ا.'Aًbc او ﻡAً]9ت ﺝ9?{ ف ﻡ\ انc اﺵaVاری9[ AیA±\ او ﺵFFdFuاcvص اA[cB
،ًA?:G ونc:?6 aV{ اa دره... C{رA_?d6 لA>  ﻡv ..aV??D اتc?ﺕ7ب وﻡc56 اCFرﺝA6ت وزراء اA{AFB
..BA_6ان واcF6 اaFH ﺝHم ﺕA ایC:v ون4? یaهAV^ ،aVYD  داa وه:G A?:G ن9وﻡA_Fv =ةT د9vوا
ا9d[ ووا،مf:vت اAا رای95^c یa6 ª6 وﻡ ذ،Cz6AV:?6 اaVا9 اآj^ aVFd] F_6ات اc>Y:?6\ ﻡ\ ا8 C¼ﻡ
ب95ف ﺵc ﻡ\ اﺵaV{ ا،a?ء وﺵAB¬B aVuا4V§ د^\ ﺵY{ D96 اj^ ا9d[ ووا،D9اری دون ﺕ96ق اf8ا
.Ck8AD ارض

!!سA?G اری9[ \ ﻡ45Bف أ4V6 وا... م46AB CDرAE6=ة اT (4

ضAیc6 اCYFH[ - ريAY_6ا ا4k]
2009 مA56 ﻡ\ اj{A|6ن ا9{Aﻡ ﻡ\ آA6ا

..cFk5:6 اd] رة4_6 ا:G k:H ﺕ،ةc[AH?6=ة اT j^ CF]A?>6دة اABi واcFﻡ4:6 ا4هAWم وﻡ46ل اfم ﺵAأﻡ
:G ا46 ﻡ\ اªB 5 ﺕ4هAW ﻡ..\دی4?6رات ا4D وزA> وﺕ،\یcهA±:?6اخ اc[ d] E8 =ةT اخc^
رA6ة ا9_B دةABiر واAH6? ا: وإذا اﺝ..یc>6 اa6x واaF_?6>= ا56ا اI هc:> ﺕC زاویD أj^ ªFﻡcﺕ
j^ ی96ء اA_k6 ]\ اªFهA{ FdH:6 اd] \یcF|ى آ46 رة4_6ارى ا9: ﺕAًz:^ Aهc| وأآCHdvx ا:] ﻡ\ اCB9k?6ا
. یc?6 اD9:6 واa6xة واcFH6ة اcuدا
 رؤوسd] CB9k?6ر اA6 اmI هCVاﺝ9 ﻡj^ CFd]AY6 اCYF5b سA?G اری9[ دةA5:v اd] م9F6ؤ اc>ﻡ\ ی
Cاﻡc آCF_kB زفA>  ی9 ه..Fuاcvس وإA?G \FB م46 اCF6و7 ﻡa_ ویj]وا46ب واAkvxث ]\ ا4H:F6 \F=یE6ا
?6 اuA_G وزA>: ی9 وهjDf أcFT وj{A{ إcFT وCYdz6ه« اAB سAF_6ع ﻡ\ ا96ا اIV^ ،C6ا4] أو
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\ ﻡFFFdY6 اd] jdFuاcviوان ا456أ ا4k یa6 و،ة4ی4 ﺝCu4V ﺕCD وزA>:م ﺕ9F6=ة اT d] بcH6 ا.ریA:6وا
. AVB jV:\ ی6س وA?G اری9[
9V^ ،ًA89: ﻡkزًا أو اره9>] d:D اری9[ C5oB فA_ ﻡ\ أﺝ إی9=ة هE6 Fuاcv إcFﻡ4 أن ﺕ4_:5ﻡ\ ی
م46 اd] 4ى ﺕ=ای9D  ﻡAVﺕAY6AH^ ﺙ?\ ﺕ4س ﺕA?G نB ىcB  أوC_یcB A5_ أن ی4یc وﻡ\ ی،aواه
مf]i\ اF8 ²5B وزA>:  ی9V^ CFzیcﻡxة ا4H:?6ت اAی96 واFuاcvاع ﻡ إc[ C6AG j^ j وه،jFdY6ا
يI6 اc¸ف اc6 ﻡ\ اaه96 اFk ]?\ یAًoل أیAHB d:  ی9 وه،FdH:6 اd] cیck:6م ا4_ ی9 وه،jBc56ا
Aاع ﻡc6 اC6AG Fµ9 ﺕC_یc8 d] jFdY6م ا46 اFµ9 ﺕ5رك ﻡ4 ﺕa[ا9] \ ﻡjFdY6م ا46 اd] 4ی=ای
. مA±{ وعcWم وﻡA±{ 6A\ ﻡ\ أﺝ ﻡzاﻡ
cFﺙ:6 اCYF5b AVاری9[ dأت ﺕ4B  أوCu4V:6 اo^ رAﻡ4] F6 ،cFk آj>Fاﺕc:v  اj^ سA?G 5Dو
،=ةT j^ :^ CFYار ﺕcD AVF^ تI اﺕj:6 اC±Hd6 اj^ 6ا اIن هA آB ،=ةT عA_6 CذیAHت ﻡA89: ﻡd]
ذاA?^ - تAT9?6{ اA آA?V ﻡ- كcW6 اj^ سA?G 5D و4_6 .C_{A وC_Fb C5_B j^ c[AH:6 عA_6AB ادcY{وا
C6ر ﻡAH6ا اI هk[ أAﻡ4] و،{م وA] \ ﻡc|ر أآAH6ت اABاI56 آc=ة وﺕT  ]=لa؟ ﺕC>F:6{ اAآ
9 وه،سA?G اری9[ CD \ ﻡ45B اc وعcWم ﻡA وأﻡ،CآcH6ى ا9D j^ Y ﺕa6 و،j?6A56 اcF?o6 اd_ﺕ
رA±:{AB AFdFuاcv إA^4ع هA_6 اj^ سA?G CFY ﺕHk[ أ،CFdFuاcvi اC_یc6 اd] وCوﻡA_?6 اC6AG ء أيAV{إ
. CدﻡAD Cی9ﺕ
cح إن ﻡ9b9B لAD 4_^ ،ركAk ﻡjG يc?6 اFuc6ب اA j^ ونcF|z6 اAV6 Y:d یa6 A?Bرة رAك إﺵAه
C6و46وع اcW ﻡj هCYo6ع واA_6 وأن ا،عA_6AB cری ﻡ9 ﺕ9 وهAV^4 هF_H:B Fuاcvi ?\ ﺕ6
] رI ﻡCFریA ﺕC_F_G AV{ ا،²5k6\ ا± ی4D A? آcیck:6ب اAB \ ﻡF6 CF?هx اCE6AB C6?6 اmI ه.CFFdY6ا
. 6 اd] :^ ر9Vµ :G kD وCFFdY6 اcیcH:6 اC?±ء ﻡAW{ إCیc[A6 اcﻡ
c?:ع ﺕA_6 اd] CdﻡAW6ب اcH6 اmI هck5^ ،Fuاcv§ إF6 إ5 ﺕc ف4 ه6 إCF?هx اCE6AB رةA إﺵAV{ا
نAي آI6ع اA_6 ا6دة إ956 اj^ cری ﻡ9 ﺕj6A:6AB و،§F]اc ﻡd] ck5?6 ا:^  ﻡ\ أﺝc ﻡd] ط9Eo6ا
عf:B واCدﻡA_6 اCFFdY6 اC6و46 ﻡ\ اaV ^ ﺝ=ء ﻡAًo أیj5ا یI وه،67 بcG kD Cیc?6دارة اi اHﺕ
. عA_6 اa56 cﻡ
ءfﺵxء واAﻡ46\ اz ﺕa6 و،Cﻡ9zG j^ Czیc{ ﺵA آj:6 اj=ة وهT j^ رAH6ك اc ﺵj^ سA?G 5Dو
ل9_] j^  إmر9§ أو ﺕdF\ ﺕz?ًا ی4VWرات ﻡAE6 ا5YB ا9DAی\ ﺕI6ی\ ا4>?6 اcFBا98ء وAیcBx اAیAHo6وا
.سA?G CD ورaH أن ﺕ4یcى ﺕ9D \FB \z6 وjdFuاcviن اAFz6س واA?G \FB _^ F6 اعc[ C6AG دA5Bرك أ4ﺕ
. عA_6?زق ا6 c ﻡc ﺝck] CFFdY6 اC6و46وع اcW ﻡCDA]ى إc أCV وﻡ\ ﺝ،CVا ﻡ\ ﺝIه
ضc5:ى أن ی9v CیAV6 اj^ j5\ یz یa6 ،C±:z?6 واC_Fo6 اC5_k6 اmI هj^ AرهAG  أنAً?:G سA?G رك4ﺕ
AVرﺕ4Dد و9?[ C6AG d] م9F6س اA?G \اهc وﺕ.\F=یE6 رؤوس اd] ادة9 هfB رA6 اyت ﺕAFd?56 عA_6ا
ى9_د؟ وه ﺕ9?6ت اAﻡ9_ ﻡªd?\ ه ﺕz6 ،عA_6 اd] يck6م ا9>V6ر اA±:{AB Cی9>6ت اABco6 اCVاﺝ9 ﻡd]
A?B ور،jdFuاcvi اy{A>6 اd] :G بcH6 اmIV6 CF6A56 اCYdz6 ا6وxة اc?d6 4VW?d6 4F5 {=ال ﺕC6AG d] f
ً 5^
jول وهx ا6 اj^ AVدﺕAD CیA?G d] CآcG ى9_ ﺕCFFdY6 اCوﻡA_?6ری اA ﺕj^ CdFd_6ات اc?6 ﻡ\ اjه
. FD| ودz وﻡvي وا9م ﺝ9>V6 ضc5:ة وﺕc[AHﻡ
رAk إﺝd] عA_6 اj^ CوﻡA_?6رة ا4D FG \ ﻡ،نAk6 j^2006 F[ 9ریAFv ارcz ﺕC69V6 أ{§ ﻡ\ ا4_:] أ
k[« أ:z?6 واFo6 واc[AH?6ع اA_6A^ .عA_6 اd] بcH6 اCYd د^ ﺝ=ء ﻡ\ آd] jdFuاcviن اAFz6ا
نA آ،CF{Akd6 اCGA6 اj^ ًا4FG\ وz یa6 AVFG =ب اH^ .اء4VW6ات ﻡ\ اcW56 ﺕ=ف اC]Av  آCHBIوع ﻡcWﻡ
m4?اف ﺕc8 ﻡ\ أj?FdD إa]4B ±Hن یA وآ،c[AH« وﻡ:z ﻡcFE[ عAD \ ﻡcF|zB vء اوAo^ j^ كcH:ی
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 اءةcD d] 4?:5 یFdH:6ا اI\ هz6 ..ورةA?d6 vل واA>ی§ ﻡ46 وCFراﺕAk:vت اAﻡ9d5?6ح واf6ل واA?6AB
j^ و456 اb96 CFریA:6 اAV:[c^ AV{ وادرآ ا،czk ﻡD وI ﻡCیck6 اCVاﺝ9?d6 ت45:v اA?Bس رA?G ى أنcﺕ
ي9>6م ا9>V6 اck] AV=ﺕV وأﺝAVدﺕAD CFY ﺕck] CوﻡA_?6 اCFY>= ]\ ﺕ5 أن ی45B ةcﺵAk?6 اCVاﺝ9?6 ا4VWﻡ
. |z?6ا
CVاﺝ9?6 ت45:v وا،AVداﺕAFD d] ±^AG و،CYdz6 اCF6A] Cی9>6ت اABco6ص اA:س اﻡA?G ]A:vإذا ا
Fuاcvأ إ4k ﺕ:G ،تABA56ب اcH6 CkvA ﻡC¼FB zW« وی:zع ﻡAD j^ Cیck6 اCFdFuاcviات ا9_6ة ﻡ اcﺵAkﻡ
mI ﻡ\ هAV^ا4_ أهH\ ﺕ6 jV^ ،4ﻡx اCdی98 C{4 هCDر9B ل9k_6 واAVH6A6 C6AH6ء اAV{ إCB95[ فAW:آAB
بcH6 اmI هaH] أن ﺕA:v إذا اA أﻡ.عA_6س ﻡ\ اA?G عf:Dف ا4V: ﺕAV{ أd] أj:6ة اcFkz6 اCFd?56ا
°یc ﺕC6وA6 اd] AVFG كc::v jV^ ،ﻡAz6AB CF:H:6§ ا:FB cFﻡ4س وﺕA?G داتAFD 6ل إ9[96AB AVH6A6
. CFdFuاcvi اC_یc6 اd] C6و46 اG
بcH6 اmI ه..²5k6 اA?ه9ول أن یAH یA? آ،سA?G اری9[ \ت ﻡA89: ﻡoB \Fوز ﺕﻡA>:اع ﺕc6 اC6AG
وطcت وﺵAﻡ9_ ﻡfB jFd^ نAFz6 AV]وcW ﻡFuاcv إAVF^ م4_ ﺕ،CdGc?6 اmI هj^ cFk ^ آj هCیcFﻡ4:6ا
كA\ هz یa6 ا إذاI ه.CYo6 أﺝ=اء ا²5Bع وA_6 اj^ ن9FFdY6 اAVF^ cWHت یA{9:{Aد آc> ﻡAVd5> ﺕ،C6و46ا
،عA_6AB cری ﻡ9 ﺕck] CFBcE6 اCYo6ع ]\ اA_6 اdv d] §6f \ ﻡFuاcv? إ5 ﺕc وعcW?6 CF{Azإﻡ
ءy] \ ﻡFuاcv إAًo» أیd: ﺕª6IB و،CF{ردx اCzd??6 ﻡ اCFBcE6 اCYo6 اCF6را4FYة آcz^ ءAFG إC6وAHوﻡ
. CFFdY6 اC6و46وع اcWﻡ
C_یc6 اd] Yم ﻡfv وعcW?6 C5{A? أو ﻡCوﻡA_ ﻡC6AG ء أيAV{ إ9 هFuاcvى إ46 j>Fاﺕc:vف ا4V6ا
مAدة زﻡA5:v اd] Cd6ى ا9_ ﺕa6 و،اعc[ C6AG j^ CFFdY6 اCd6 ﻡ اdس دA?G A?6A8 و،CFdFuاcviا
عA_6 اj^ C5{A??6ة واAFH6 ا4FD d] ءA_k6وع اcWى ﻡ9v وعcW ﻡfB سA?G A?6A8 و،عA_6 اj^ درةAk?6ا
. درةAkدة ﻡA5:v F6 وC6AG ءAV{i CkvAوف ﻡc±6 اHk[ أAه4] ..c[AH?6ا
Aً]وcW ﻡAًo? أیH ﺕj وهAV:اﻡ4:v اd] ءA_Bi اc[A] وCوﻡA_?6وط اc ﺵfB CوﻡA_ ﻡCآcG يx k_: ﻡ
وعcWك ﻡAB ارj^ ًاcF|ه? آAv CوﻡA_ ﻡCآcG ى9v سA?G CآcG \z ﺕa6 و.k_:§ أ^ وﻡ6 AًFvAFv
§_^ \] ًا4F5B \FFﻡfviًا ﻡ\ اcF| آI ﺕCD mI وه.jvAF6 اAV]وcWذا ]\ ﻡA\ ﻡz6 ،j5v9 وﺕj{AF:vا
a]46AB ±H ﺕAV{ف اc5 ﺕCFFd^ Cdv  ﻡCF^A آC{وc?B dﻡA5 ﺕ96 CآcH6 اcFo\ یz یa6 و،jvAF6 اDا96ا
6ر واAH6ك اc ﺵj^ _:6 عA_6 دا اb96 اCFY ﺕjvAF6 ا4ﺵc6\ ﻡ\ اz یa6 و،j6و46 واjBc56ا
\6 CیAV6 اj^ AVz6 اعc[ C6AG \ ﻡ4FY: ﺕCF?FdDى إ9D \دي ﻡA ﻡa] دd] \اهc أن ﺕAV6 \z یa6 و،ءjk6ا
تA]Av 45B اء9V6 اj^ ﺵf: ﺕj:6 اCkbAE6 اcFهA?>6 اc]AWل ﻡf \ى ﻡ9v CآcH6د ا9?[ a] دd] ى9_ﺕ
. جAo6اخ اc6ﻡ\ ا
CوﻡA_?6 أ^ اAV6 :Y یjBc] اد4: اﻡfBة وc[AH وﻡC6=و5 ﻡCوﻡA_ ﻡC?V ﻡF6 jdFuاcviن اAFz6 اCVاﺝ9ﻡ
قAH6 إd] درAD jk{ 96ى و9D ازن9 ﺕc^ا9:B ء إ4k6 اI ﻡybAT نAF آCVاﺝ9\ ﻡz ﺕa6 و،ی96د ا9?6وا
ت ]\ روحck] j:6 اCFFdY6 اCbAY:{A آCFvAFv وCF{4 ﻡCوﻡA_ ﻡCآcG  أو،jdFuاcviن اAFz6AB ذىxا
. AV:اﻡ4:v اd] درAD j6 دو8A5 وﺕjBc] a]4B ±H{ ﺕA وآC5{A??6د وا9?6 وا²^c6ا
نAk ﻡ\ ﻡFuاcvﺕ§ إc دﻡA ﻡ²5B رA?]دة إA]i عck:ى ﻡ\ یcv ،عA_6 اj^ AV^ا4 أهFuاcv__ إG Aإذا ﻡ
jرﺙAz6وان ا456ا اI ه°uA:{ aV_Gf:v \یI6\ اF=یE6س ا9Y{ j^  ا¸مmIف هA_ إیd] ى9_\ ﻡ\ یz6 و،^اcوﻡ
=>56AB C]Av =ة آT j^ ن9DA:ی\ یI6 اAیAHo6ر واAﻡ46م وا46 ا4هAW ﻡA{c5W ﺕAر ﻡ4_B .aرهA?] أCdF8
ن9z{  :G وAً?uك داcW6 ذات اj^ _{  :G ،FdH:6 اCVاﺝ96 f
ً _] 4F5:{ ول أنAH{ Aر ﻡ4_B ،سF6وا
\ ﻡmI!!وه.. \F^c8 \FB دلAk:?6ر اA6ف اA_یi 9]4 أو ﻡ\ ی..سA?G اری9[ C_6 وجc?\ ی6 _^ ىcvأ
\ أی6 وإjo?Fv F آad5 ی4G  أ4ی4م ﺝA] k:_ ﻡj^ \FFYH6\ اFFdH?6 ا²5B\ وFF6و46\ اFvAF6ادر ا9{
.CB9z?6 اC_?6 اmIد ه9_Fv
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=T (5ة ..و4FGة أﻡAم ا456وان
د4k] .ا \H?6ﺝ?Aل /ا \896ا9z6یCF:
ا vA:6واcW56ون ﻡ\ آ9{Aن اxول ﻡ\ اA56م 2008
ﻡ Aی4Hث ^=T jة ﻡ\ ا]4:اءات [cuA6AB CF{9FVات و Dاه j6Aﻡ Aه 9ا 9{ADن اAE6ب FG ،ی4:5ي ا9_6ي
] dاc>?6 F5o6د ا{§ ی? ªdاAkvب ا]4:اء.
=Tة ه jﺕ Hاf:Gل ا j{9FV6ا ،y[AE6وو^ ا9{A_6ن ا46و¬^ j6ن اAV6ی Cه aا7?6و96ن ]\ fvﻡC
اه ،AVF6Aوان ﺕ>9ی aV5وcuA6AB aVYDات وﻡ ا9?6اد اIE6ا CFuوا9D96د ] aVی 4ﺕ9] Hان ا:_6
ا j]A?>6واc>6ا auا46و CF6ا j:6ی AVFd] yvAHا9{A_6ن.
وهIا اAH6ر ه 9ﻡ Aی §F]4ا456و ا j{9FV6ا §Y{ y[AE6ﻡ\ ان اA?6ن c[AGوا ا9VF6د ^ jاcH6ب اCF?6A56
ا CF{A|6واABدوا ]4دا آcFkا ﻡ j^ aVﻡ Aی? 969V6ABآ v9او ا CDcH?6ا.CF]A?>6
وه Aه 9ا456و ا j{9FV6ا y[AE6ی >dا 6اABدة ا AVY{ CF]A?>6اI6ي ی jz:Wﻡ AVوی 9]4ا a6A56إ 6ا{Azره.A
اﻡ Aاده ﻡ\ آ ذ 9V^ ،ª6ا 5o6ا jBc56ا96ا bاI6ي و[ ا 4G 6ا9:6ا 78واI6ن ،وه 9ﻡ AیIآA{c
 D9?6ABاcG j^ jBc56ب ﺕ?9ز ا j:6ﺵ AVا456و ا j{9FV6اAk6 d] y[AE6ن ABدة =Gب ا وا^FG ،§uA
آAن اc56ب یcY:ﺝ9ن ] dاAv?6ة وی4ی AV{9ﻡ\ دون ان ی9d5Yا ﺵ.Aً ¼F
وﻡ\ ا96ا bان اAF6ری §Y{ 9یcz:ر هA5bi Aف cGآA?G Cس واﺝAkره d] Aا9bc6خ cWd6وط اCF{9FV6
وا9k_6ل  ،AVBاو اA5Bده \] AاcF6ة ]AD dع =Tة.
واAF6ری 9ا[ kﻡ4B AًG9oYرﺝ CآcFkة ،وﻡcz:رًا اﻡAم ا a6A56اI6ي ی_ ]Aﺝ=ًا اﻡAم اcvا \FFdFuوه aی9_d:ن
ا a]46اﻡcFآ jوا jBcE6اAk?6ﺵ ،cواﻡAم ا ?6ا.jBc56
اﻡ Aا96رة ای> CFBAاc{ j:6اه AاﻡAﻡ ck[ jV^ ،Aا=T j^ y5W6ة وﺕ? HB §zاAFH6ة ر aTاAB956ت
ا CFWF5?6واAH6ر ا a6A±6وﺕ jdا46ی وه?> CFا456و.
وه ªd?{  Aا ان { 9]4ا  §{AHkvان ی d] aVF5ﺕ ?Hاذى وی4]Aه d] aا ،ck6وان یﺕcY6AB aVFج
اA56ﺝ9G f^ ..ل و 9Dة ا  ABا jd56ا.aF±56
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English Articles
1) Hamas is the obstacle to Middle East peace
Israel's critics have got it wrong - extremists in Gaza must be
defeated before a better future can be built, writes Ron Prosor,
Israel's Ambassador to the UK.
Ron Prosor/ The Telegraph
2:46PM GMT 31 /Dec/ 2008

Every soldier was withdrawn. Every Jewish settlement was evacuated, in a process
requiring 45,000 police and costing $2.5 billion. Politicians staked their reputations on
a courageous step towards peace. They hoped Gaza could provide a blueprint of
Palestinian autonomy, a precursor to a Palestinian state.
Tragically, Hamas chose violence, rejecting the chance to develop Gazan society and
opting instead to attack ours. Missiles from Gaza have blighted the lives of Israeli
civilians since 2001. The withdrawal should have brought calm, but 5,000 missiles
and mortars have since rained down on Israel.
As I write, Hizbollah flags flutter in the Kensington streets outside my Embassy.
Agitators hail the Hamas leadership that created the crisis. In Gaza, protestors
dissenting against Hamas face the death sentence. With the blessing of Iran and
Hizbollah, Hamas has turned Gaza into a theocratic nightmare.
Al-Hayat last Wednesday reported Hamas's new laws enforcing punishments of
whipping for drinking, dismembering for theft, and executions for a host of
ambiguous crimes. "Games of chance" are also to be punished with the whip.
Ironically, Hamas continues to gamble with Palestinian lives.
Hamas is committed to Islamism at its bloodiest, and Israel is not its only target. In
June 2007 Hamas turned its weapons on its brethren, chasing the Palestinian
Authority from Gaza. According to the Palestinian Centre for Human Rights, 161
people died during the bloody coup, including 41 civilians. Brutality has characterised
Hamas's rule. In November 2007, seven demonstrators were killed, as Hamas police
fired into an unarmed Fatah rally commemorating the death of Yasser Arafat. Last
summer, Hamas killed 11 Fatah members as 200 more fled to Israel for safety. Yet
while Hamas kills Palestinians, the megaphones remain mute.
Hamas has betrayed the Palestinian cause. The Palestinian national movement,
previously based on secular, nationalist aspirations has been hijacked by religiously
inspired lunacy. Every missile fired at Israel, every Fatah rival shot dead, has steered
the Palestinians further from statehood, and closer to brutal theocracy and
interminable conflict.
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The megaphones crow selective demands to end the violence but Israel has been
demanding calm for years. Our concerns have been treated with complacency. The
realities faced by Israel's southern citizens have been downplayed. Their life under
missile fire relegated to small-print, a footnote in the reams of condemnation of
Israel's search for solutions to the Hamas menace.
500,000 Israelis live within range of Hamas's missiles. The piercing warning siren
dominates the daily routine in towns like Sderot, Ashkelon and Ashdod. Anywhere
within 40km of Gaza, communities raise their children in bomb shelters. Israel cannot
sit back while Hamas improves the size and range of its arsenal.
No democratic government in the world would tolerate this. No population would
permit it. No army would allow an implacable foe to launch missiles at its citizens and
improve its capabilities. As the Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas has pointed
out, the loss of life in Gaza was "avoidable". Without the destructive actions of
Hamas there would have been no reaction from Israel. As Israel targets Hamas's
terrorist infrastructure, we continue to supply Gaza with electricity and aid.
Thousands of tonnes of food and medical supplies have passed through the border in
recent days. The provision of electricity, aid and support to the civilians of an enemy
territory, during a time of war, is a unique phenomenon. Our fight is not with the
people of Gaza, but with the terrorist body holding them hostage.
Cries of "disproportionate" fill the airwaves, based largely on the difference in death
tolls. Yet Hamas's disregard for the lives of civilians is the key to the difference. Israel
provides shelters underneath its communities to protect its citizens. Hamas places
missiles in shelters underneath civilians.
Hamas fires missiles with the express intent of murdering civilians. Israeli intent is
directed solely at Hamas combatants.
The challenge of Hamas reflects the wider struggle between moderates and extremists
that defines the dynamics of our region. Extremist cheerleaders parrot their usual
rhetoric. Hamas's political leader Khaled Meshal preaches martyrdom from his throne
in Damascus. Hassan Nasrallah of Hezbollah bellows "resistance", while imposing
ideological tyranny on Lebanon.
Meanwhile, in Tehran, the operational head-quarters of Middle Eastern terror,
President Ahmadinejad writes new verses of pseudo-religious justification for the
murder of Jews. Shamefully, Channel 4 executives made him their Christmas guest of
honour, insulting the intelligence and integrity of the British viewer. Their alternative
Christmas message will go down in history as a disgrace to British broadcasting.
It is time to recognise that the tactics and ideology of Hamas and its backers are the
foremost obstacle to Middle East peace. The moderates in the Arab world understand
this better than some European observers.
For too long, Hamas has held progress to ransom, choosing war over peace,
destruction over development. Israel's objective is to take the initiative away from
Hamas. The pragmatic moderates of all sides need a new reality from which to find a
diplomatic solution. Unless we weaken Hamas, the moderates cannot succeed. The
international community, Israel and the pragmatic leadership of the Arab world must
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stand up to the extremism that threatens us all. We must start the New Year in the
spirit of Churchill. If we are divided, we all stand to lose; "If we are together nothing
is impossible."

Inside Gaza's secret smuggling tunnels, the underground route to
riches - or to death

2)

With several tonnes of the world's most war-torn soil between us, the
shouts of the Palestinian smuggling gang at the top of the tunnel's 30foot deep shaft had become almost inaudible.
The Independent: Kim Sengupta and Ben Lynfield
January 6, 2009 08:29 AM

Not that their lead tunneller had whispered particularly encouraging words as he
lowered me down.
"The tunnels are very dangerous - they can easily collapse," smiled Ibrahim Abu
Sazzar, 23, whose small, wiry build is just right for digging the 300 yard long
passageways underneath the sandy border from the Gaza to Egypt. "One time a day a
tunnel caved in on my body and I was stuck for an hour, thinking I was about to die.
But what can I do - I need the money to feed my family."
Welcome, if that is the word, to Gaza's "Tunnel Town", where with every perilous
scoop of earth they dig, human moles like Mr Sazzar are quite literally undermining
Israel's economic blockade.
Imposed last year after Gaza fell under the control of the militant Palestinian faction
Hamas, the blockade was designed to make Hamas unpopular with Gaza's 1.4 million
residents by banning virtually all trade with the outside world.
But deep beneath the watchtowers and fences of Gaza's 10-mile long border with
Egypt, a sprawling warren of hand-dug burrows now supplies everything from food,
petrol and designer jeans through to guns, drugs and black market Marlboro
cigarettes. Tunnel gangs charge premiums of up to 150 per cent on their cargos,
raking in tens of thousands of dollars a week and making the excavation business one
of Gaza's few growth industries.
"We bring through laptops, clothes, computers, medicines, mobile phones and even
people," said Hisham al Loukh, 23, another tunneller. "There was even a bride from
Egypt who came through one recently to get married to a man in Gaza."
The first tunnels underneath Gaza's perimeters were dug years ago, when they were
they were primarily to smuggle weapons and explosives for use against Israel. But it
is during the blockade of the past year that the tunnellers' hazardous craft has really
come to the fore. On some estimates there are now up to 500 passageways across to
Egypt, mostly clustered around the town of Rafah, which straddles the border.
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The tunnels usually surface in the gardens of villas on the Egyptian side of Rafah,
where many residents are either sympathetic to the Palestinian cause or willing to lend
their properties in return for a share of the lucrative profits.
Each member of a tunnelling gangs, usually working in day and night shifts of 10 men
each, earns around $15 per metre of passageway dug, which counts as a decent wage
in an area which currently has 80 per cent unemployment. But as even the briefest of
sojourns down into one of the tunnels makes clear, it is a risky living.
Entering one requires perching precariously on a makeshift wooden chairlift, which is
then lowered down the 30 foot deep shaft by a winch powered by a sputtering petrol
generator. As in the Second World War film classic The Great Escape, the tunnel's
walls are propped up with makeshift wooden planks, and equipped with ventilation
pumps to freshen the musty, damp air at the bottom. Diggers then use small electric
drills to carve a path through the thick clay soil, steering their way by hand-held
compass.
But otherwise, the engineering expertise has advanced little since the days of Tom,
Dick and Harry. Tunnel collapses have led to dozens of fatalaties - so many that some
local shops honour tunnellers in the same fashion as "martyred" local militants,
displaying pictures of them clutching spades and drills rather than assault rifles.
The threat is not just from earthfalls. The Egyptian government, which has
traditionally turned a blind eye to the tunnels because of historic sympathy for Gaza's
Palestinian residents, is now under growing pressure from both Israel and the US to
shut them down, and in recent months Egyptian border guards have started
dynamiting any entrances that they discover. "They also pump in water, poison gas,
and even sewage," said Mr Sazzar. "But they do not stop us. If part of one tunnel gets
blocked, we just dig a new branch in a different direction."
On the Gaza side, little effort is made to hide the tunnels, which lurk under a network
of tents and jerry-built shacks along the border. Israel, which withdrew its forces from
Gaza in 2005, has occasionally sent warplanes to bomb the passageways, but has not
done so since striking a cease-fire deal with Hamas three months ago.
Hamas itself used to impose strict controls on the tunnels' numbers, but has allowed
them to proliferate in recent months, mindful that too much economic privation will
dent its already wavering popularity with Gaza's impoverished residents. There are
also rumours that Hamas rakes in millions of dollars by imposing an unofficial "tax"
on all tunnelled goods, although Dr Ahmed Yousef, a senior advisor in Hamas's
foreign ministry, denies such claims. "The tunnels have become a necessity with
everybody tightening the rope around our necks," he said. "It is a safety valve to make
goods available, because we cannot get them from Israel."
Tunnel entrepreneurs are now enjoying such good business, however, that they now
have a vested interest in the status quo. In recent months a ceasefire between Hamas
and Israel has raised hopes that the economic blockade might be eased, but some in
Gaza fear that should that ever look like happening, local tunnel owners will sabotage
it by paying militants to fire rockets into Israel again.
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Meanwhile, the list of tunnel "martyrs" continues to grow. The day after The Sunday
Telegraph visited, a neighbouring tunnel at Rafah collapsed, killing three people and
injuring five others.

3) A ceasefire would be in Israel's interests
When Israel began its assault on Gaza a fortnight ago, we
made the point that much of the responsibility lay with
Hamas.
The Telegraph: The editorial
January 9, 2009

It has fired thousands of rockets into Israeli territory in recent years, apparently with
the intention of provoking the very response that has reduced buildings and villages in
Gaza to rubble. In reaction, Israel has exercised its legitimate right to self-defence and
to destroy the military power of Hamas. But there comes a point beyond which an
operation of this sort becomes counter-productive and morally unjustifiable. And now
we have reached that point.
The humanitarian crisis in Gaza is so severe that a ceasefire is essential, irrespective
of whether Israel feels it has achieved its military objectives. It goes without saying
that there will always be civilian casualties in urban warfare; but the deaths of
hundreds of people, including scores of children, cannot be countenanced. Israeli
army commanders have clear-cut obligations under international law to ensure that
civilian casualties are kept to a minimum; and those obligations are binding even if
civilians are being used as human shields by unscrupulous Hamas fighters. It cannot
be right to seek to protect the innocent victims of southern Israel by the killing of the
innocents of Gaza.
For those, including this newspaper, who sympathise with Israel's predicament and
understand the motivation for the Gaza offensive, it has become increasingly difficult
to watch the unfolding catastrophe with any degree of equanimity. If Israel appears to
ignore the suffering of ordinary Palestinians, its enemies benefit. In all humanity, it
must facilitate the movement of sufficient food and medical relief to the people of
Gaza. The UN Security Council resolution 1860, drafted by the United Kingdom and
passed on Thursday night with one abstention – that of America – offers a way
forward, though only if other agreements now being negotiated can ensure Israeli's
security. It proposes an immediate ceasefire and the unimpeded provision and
distribution throughout Gaza of humanitarian assistance, including food, fuel and
medical treatment. It also calls for a durable peace based on an Egyptian initiative,
leading to a solution where two democratic states, Israel and Palestine, can live side
by side "with secure and recognised borders". Israel is understandably suspicious of
this wording: it remembers that the 2006 ceasefire resolution in southern Lebanon
failed to deliver the promised disarmament of Hizbollah. But if the bombardment of
Gaza is prolonged, then it will harm Israel in the long term. In the end, a political
answer must be found. No military solution will last.
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4) Hamas rockets block the birth of a Palestinian state
Peace in the Middle East will be more likely if the attacks against the
Gaza Strip succeed, thus ensuring the election of a moderate
government in Israel, says Sir Malcolm Rifkind.
By Sir Malcolm Rifkind /THE GURADIAN
5:19PM GMT 03 Jan 2009

The conflict in Gaza should not be seen or judged in isolation. Its purpose is to stop
Hamas attacks but its timing is linked to three elections. Israel faces a general election
in February; Iran will choose its next president in June; and Barack Obama, the victor
of the US elections, becomes president in 16 days.
As well as an attempt to stop missiles being launched against its own citizens, the
Israelis have a wider, strategic objective. They are seeking to create conditions on the
ground that will enable a negotiated peace between Israel and the Palestinians and the
creation of a Palestinian state.

No Israeli government can negotiate withdrawal from the West Bank without the
consent of its citizens. Tzipi Livni and her moderate coalition must, therefore, win the
election. But the politician who leads the opinion polls in Israel is Benyamin
Netanyahu, the hardline leader of the opposition, who is strongly opposed to the
creation of a Palestine state.
The Israeli attacks on Hamas are not unreasonable, regardless of electoral
considerations. Imagine missiles being fired, most days, across the 21 miles of the
English Channel and landing in the towns and villages of Kent. Imagine if, for several
years, the IRA had been allowed to fire missiles into the villages of Northern Ireland
from the Irish Republic with the consent and approval of the Irish government.
Of course, it is controversial to make such comparisons, as Israel's conflict in Gaza
has a very different historic background. But every government has a first duty to
protect its citizens.
Israel evacuated Gaza in 2005, removing not only its soldiers but all Israeli
settlements, despite bitter resistance from the settlers and their political allies. If
Hamas, with total power in Gaza, had been willing to concentrate its energies on the
economic development of the region and cease cross-border attacks, the Israeli
government and public would have been much more willing to make a similar
withdrawal from the West Bank where the majority of Palestinians live. We could
have been seeing, by now, the birth of a new Palestinian state.
Instead, about 5,000 missiles and mortars have been launched from within Gaza
against Israeli civilian targets over the past three years. The latest missiles have a
range of around 25 miles and have been used to attack Beersheba. Over half a million
Israelis live within range of these new, more powerful BM-21 Grad missiles.
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Against that background the Israeli onslaught against Hamas targets in Gaza is
entirely understandable. But is it wise? That, in part, depends on the Israelis'
objectives.
The Israeli air attacks cannot, by themselves, eliminate the missile and mortar attacks
launched from within Gaza. Hamas is constantly moving its missile launchers and
cannot be prevented from doing so.
The Israelis know this, but by pounding a range of Hamas political and government
targets, are demonstrating that Hamas will pay an increasingly heavy price for its
attacks. The Israelis also know that the Arab governments, despite their protests, are
indifferent to Hamas's plight. Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia loathe Hamas, as do
those Palestinians who give their loyalty to Fatah.
The secular Arab states are hostile because Hamas is an Islamist movement; the
Saudis because they see Iranian meddling and interference not just with Hizbollah in
Lebanon but, increasingly, with Hamas as well.
But the Israeli government's objectives are not just to influence Hamas. They are
equally anxious to influence Israeli public opinion. Israel is a genuine democracy. It is
due to have a general election on February 10. If that election results in Tzipi Livni as
prime minister with Ehud Barak, the Labour leader and former prime minister, as her
deputy, the peace process has a serious prospect of getting somewhere. The attacks on
Hamas are already helping Livni and Barak in the opinion polls. The international
community might not approve, but if we wish to see a Palestinian state in the
foreseeable future this is likely to be the best route.
An Israeli government re-elected just 21 days after President Obama takes office
would create an unprecedented opportunity to relaunch the peace process. George W.
Bush only seriously engaged in the issue in his last year in the presidency, when his
authority was disintegrating. Obama is likely to have eight years of power ahead of
him and will carry more weight with both Israelis and Arabs than any previous
president for many years.
Having Hilary Clinton as his Secretary of State is an additional asset. She is a
powerful figure in her own right, well thought of in Jerusalem, and respected by the
Palestinians. If the new US administration is willing to engage and help guarantee any
successful negotiations, the Middle East could at last turn a vital corner.
Finally, there is the Iranian dimension. Iran may not be a proper democracy but no
one can predict whether Ahmadinejad will get a second term in June or be ousted by a
moderate opponent. If he goes, much of his rhetoric on liquidating Israel will go with
him. A peaceful resolution of Iran's nuclear aspirations would also be more likely,
especially as Obama has promised a serious dialogue with Iran to try to meet its
security concerns. If the United States, under Bush, has been able to do a deal with
Gadaffi's Libya then a new relationship with Iran, brokered by Obama, is not
inconceivable.
So the stakes are high. An Israeli-Palestinian peace will not ensure, as is sometimes
asserted, that Iran will become peace-loving, that al-Qaeda will disband or that
terrorism will be a thing of the past. But no one can doubt that Israel-Palestine, Iran
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and terrorism are linked both in the political psychology of the Middle East and in the
strategy of many Western governments.
Stopping Hamas launching missiles at Israeli civilian communities will not ensure
peace nor an independent Palestine. But Israel will never concede a Palestinian state
unless the Palestinians provide an absolute guarantee of an end to hostilities by all
Palestinian parties.
It is time Hamas showed some maturity and recognised this basic fact of political life.
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{ُr f zُ آfzص اﻝq  اﻝRS{b f ORzaSzÁُP Vٍ ¬ fzu وﺝQWراZوﻝ ه|~ اﻝi b
2009/2008 مis اﻝOP ةde عij ﻝfSRTاVWX اﻝ اO^ (QیdRS}X اQSﻝig ) QR  و أﺝQRgV^
QRaSÁ اﻝOP Zlz یiًaqP ّ ـb QRgVs اﻝ{ اﻝf zُ آfzص اﻝq ن اﻝ
ّ  أQWراZت اﻝVu¹ أZو
رiz^ ®ل اOP ql اﻝÃ ذﻝVu¹ Z و.fSRTاVWX اf RjSaاع اﻝVS ﻝQR یZ واﻝQRÁریizاﻝ
Vu¹ أZ  و.بV{ ه|~ اﻝiیi{ ﺽORیdر اﻝiz^ و اfm و وf
ّ واZ^ «g  اﻝS^ ORSslاﻝ
Zsُ ذات اﻝVRgiszدات واﻝValر اﻝiRz ®ل اOP uaاqP O^ واVّ ^ـORSsl أن اﻝRS{zاﻝ
QPZÁ ﻝVٍ Rbی وZb OP QیqS اﻝRاآVzر اﻝilzW إﻝ اQi إﺽ،fÁریiz واﻝf یZ واﻝfﺝqﻝqیZا\ی
.رئi إﻝ اﻝuaqP لi إیf uاZأه
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QیV¬ Qmi اﻝsb ا.ثZ{ إزاء اﻝuaاqP O^ VRsz اﻝf uاZم أهZÁb fz اﻝQیqS اﻝRاآVzواﻝ
تiیV¬  إﻝQiص إﺽq  اﻝRS{z ﻝfRT رyg Transitivity QیV¬ f يZRﻝi هyیiP
.صq  اﻝRS{b f ~VRe  وÃایZiﭬ
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